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## Acronyms and abbreviations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ACHPR</td>
<td>African Court on Human and Peoples’ Rights</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CADTs</td>
<td>Certificates of Ancestral Domain Titles (Philippines)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CBTR</td>
<td>community-based tenure regime</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRL</td>
<td>Community Rights Law (Liberia)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRC</td>
<td>Democratic Republic of the Congo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ER-PD</td>
<td>Emissions Reductions Program Document</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EU</td>
<td>European Union</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FCPF</td>
<td>Forest Carbon Partnership Facility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ha</td>
<td>hectares</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HICs</td>
<td>high-income countries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JFM</td>
<td>joint forest management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lao PDR</td>
<td>Lao People’s Democratic Republic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LMICs</td>
<td>low- and middle-income countries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mha</td>
<td>millions of hectares</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NYDF</td>
<td>New York Declaration on Forests</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RRI</td>
<td>Rights and Resources Initiative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SABLs</td>
<td>State Agricultural Business Leases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDGs</td>
<td>Sustainable Development Goals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN-REDD</td>
<td>United Nations Collaborative Programme on Reducing Emissions from Deforestation and Forest Degradation in Developing Countries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VGGT</td>
<td>Voluntary Guidelines on the Responsible Governance of Tenure of Land, Fisheries and Forests in the Context of National Food Security</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1. Introduction

Tenure reforms recognizing the rights of Indigenous Peoples, local communities, rural women, and smallholders are a prerequisite for the realization of the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), including poverty eradication (Goal 1), food security (Goal 2), gender equality and women’s empowerment (Goal 5), inclusive economic growth (Goals 8 and 10), climate change mitigation and adaptation (Goal 13), sustainable resource use (Goal 15), and peace and justice (Goal 16). Yet despite the substantial forest area held, claimed, and managed by Indigenous Peoples, local communities, and rural women, the vast majority of the world’s forests formally remain under government administration as national or provincial forests, protected areas, or forests allocated to third parties under concessions. Given evidence that deforestation rates are often lower and carbon sequestration greater in forests where Indigenous Peoples’ and local communities’ rights are legally recognized, there is an urgent need to scale up tenure reform in order to safeguard the world’s remaining forests.

Despite ambitious international commitments to protect and restore the world’s forests and biodiversity through the Paris Agreement, Bonn Challenge, New York Declaration on Forests (NYDF), and Aichi Biodiversity Targets, deforestation continues unabated. The FAO’s *Global Forest Resources Assessment 2015* reports that net forest area loss remained constant over the decade from 2005-2015. However, recently released data indicates a sharp uptick in tropical forest cover loss since 2016, with especially notable increases in Colombia and the Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC). Persistent pressure on the world’s tropical forests not only undermines international efforts to halt global climate change, but also threatens the Indigenous Peoples, local communities, and rural women who depend on these vital ecosystems for their livelihoods and culture. A confluence of mounting resource scarcity and heightened efforts by governments to suppress environmental social movements made 2017 the deadliest year on record for land and environmental defenders, with 207 women and men—one quarter of whom were indigenous—killed for protecting their lands, forests, and waters.

This analysis reports on trends in global forest tenure over the fifteen-year period from 2002-2017. It is the fourth in a series of analyses monitoring the legal recognition of forest tenure around the world according to four categories of legally recognized (statutory) forest tenure: government administered, designated for Indigenous Peoples and local communities, owned by Indigenous Peoples and local communities, and privately owned by individuals and firms.

As this analysis shows, governments are slow to recognize Indigenous Peoples’, local communities’, and rural women’s rights to their forestlands. Findings indicate that the global slowdown in tenure recognition previously reported by RRI has reached a plateau, with recognition increasing only marginally. Data from 41 countries permitting an analysis of trends over time indicates that just over 15 percent (521 mha) of total forest area in those countries was legally owned by and designated for Indigenous Peoples and local communities as of 2017—an increase of only 5.6 percent since 2013. Notwithstanding the limited progress overall, emerging evidence and opportunities provide reason for hope: across the same 41 countries, two-thirds of the advancement in community tenure between 2013-2017 relate to increases in community forest ownership, with over 90 percent of this progress stemming from low- and middle-income countries (LMICs) in Africa, Asia, and Latin America. Moreover, recent laws in a number of countries establish new legal pathways for communities to own their forests under national law. Together, these advancements signal possible movement toward the recognition of additional and more robust forest tenure rights for Indigenous Peoples and local communities.

1.1 Methodology

The methodology underlying this report is based on a bundle-of-rights approach that was originally developed in the 2002 publication by Forest Trends, *Who Owns the World’s Forests?*, and has been adapted over time. The four categories below classify forest tenure according to the rights-holder and specific legal entitlements recognized by national-level laws and regulations:

- **Category 1 - Government Administered**: Forestlands under this category are legally claimed as exclusively belonging to the state. Community-based rights to access and/or withdrawal of forest resources may be recognized. Concessions on state-owned lands are included here.
- **Category 2 - Designated for Indigenous Peoples and Local Communities**: National law recognizes Indigenous Peoples’ and local communities’ rights to access and withdrawal, as well as
to participate in the management of forests or to exclude outsiders. Other tenure rights may also be recognized, but the bundle of legally recognized rights held by communities does not amount to “forest ownership” as defined under Category 3.

- **Category 3 - Owned by Indigenous Peoples and Local Communities:** Forestlands are owned by Indigenous Peoples and local communities where their forest rights of access, withdrawal, management, exclusion, and due process and compensation are legally recognized for an unlimited duration. Alienation rights (whether through sale, lease, or use as collateral) are not required for communities to be classified as forest owners under this framework.

- **Category 4 - Privately Owned by Individuals and Firms:** Individuals and firms are considered to privately own forestland when they legally hold the full bundle of rights described under Category 3 (access, withdrawal, management, exclusion, and due process and compensation) for an unlimited duration, as well as the right to sell their forestland.

In addition to presenting forest area data under these four categories, this analysis sought to further disaggregate private forest ownership under Category 4 into two sub-categories: (1) private forests owned by individual and family smallholders (including family-owned businesses), and (2) remaining private forests owned by firms (excluding small ownerships of family-owned businesses), legal persons, and individuals and families with medium and large holdings. Box 1 presents the limited disaggregated data available, in addition to legal, policy, and administrative definitions of “smallholder forest ownership” collected over the course of this analysis.
1.2 Scope

RRI’s forest tenure data was last published in What Future for Reform? Progress and Slowdown in Forest Tenure Reform Since 2002 (2014), which analyzes the distribution of forest tenure in 52 countries. This report presents available data for 58 countries (including the 52 countries featured in the 2014 publication), cumulatively containing nearly 92 percent of global forest area. Of the 58 countries analyzed, 48 are low- and middle-income countries (LMICs) and 10 are high-income countries (HICs).

Six countries were added to RRI’s global data set for the first time in 2017: Chile, Ecuador, Mali, Mongolia, Panama, and Senegal. RRI first published data on Indigenous Peoples’ and local communities’ legally recognized forest tenure rights in Mali, Panama, and Senegal—with a focus on the tenure rights of women within those communities—in the 2017 publication Power and Potential: A Comparative Analysis of National Laws and Regulations concerning Women’s Rights to Community Forests. Data on the distribution of forest ownership within these three countries was collected in 2017 to enable comparison across RRI’s quantitative and legal data sets. Chile and Panama are Forest Carbon Partnership Facility (FCPF) Participant Countries, and Chile, Ecuador, and Mongolia are UN-REDD Partners.

2. Global findings and trends

2.1 Global status of forest tenure across 58 countries as of 2017

Table 1 presents data on the distribution of forest area across the four categories of statutory forest tenure described in Section 1.1 within 58 countries, including the world’s 30 most forested countries. Among the 58 countries featured in this analysis, available data in 17 countries is either incomplete across all years or insufficiently detailed to disaggregate among the four forest tenure categories described in Section 1.1. As a result, it is necessary to distinguish between countries with a full data set—termed “complete case countries” throughout this report—and countries where only partial data exists. The reasons for incomplete country data sets vary. Ongoing conflict has prevented the collection of forest tenure data in some countries, while in others it is not methodologically possible to reconcile available data with RRI’s statutory forest tenure typology. To ensure methodological consistency, all discussion of trends in forest tenure over time in this report rely solely on analysis of complete case countries identified in 2017.

As of 2017, Indigenous Peoples and local communities are legally recognized as owning at least 447 million hectares (mha), or 12.2 percent, of forestland within the 58 countries analyzed. In addition, they have legally designated rights to over 80 mha (2.2 percent) of global forest area. By comparison, individuals and firms privately own no less than 419 mha (11.4 percent) of global forest area (excluding areas under concessionary or licensing agreements), and governments legally claim administrative authority over more than two-thirds of global forest area (2,482 mha).

When considering the 19 African countries, 18 Asian countries, and 16 Latin American countries included in this analysis, Latin America contains the greatest proportion of forest area both legally owned by and designated for Indigenous Peoples and local communities, followed by Asia, and then Africa. While available tenure data accounts for more than 90 percent of Latin America’s forests and nearly 97 percent of forests in Asia, available tenure data covers less than 77 percent of Africa’s forests. The lower coverage of forest tenure data for Africa is largely due to a lack of comprehensive data in Kenya, Mali, and Mozambique, where...
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Government Administered</th>
<th>Designated for Indigenous Peoples and Local Communities</th>
<th>Owned by Indigenous Peoples and Local Communities</th>
<th>Privately Owned by Individuals and Firms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Angola1</td>
<td>59.73</td>
<td>57.86</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Argentina</td>
<td>5.70</td>
<td>n.d.</td>
<td>n.d.</td>
<td>0.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>93.96</td>
<td>83.30</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>9.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bhutan</td>
<td>2.60</td>
<td>2.58</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bolivia</td>
<td>41.43</td>
<td>28.03</td>
<td>1.58</td>
<td>0.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brazil</td>
<td>341.02</td>
<td>238.39</td>
<td>10.68</td>
<td>40.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cambodia</td>
<td>11.16</td>
<td>7.73</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cameroon</td>
<td>22.12</td>
<td>18.98</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>3.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada46</td>
<td>319.32</td>
<td>318.34</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central African Republic</td>
<td>22.40</td>
<td>22.17</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chile</td>
<td>n.d.</td>
<td>5.49</td>
<td>n.d.</td>
<td>n.d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td>76.06</td>
<td>75.20</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colombia</td>
<td>38.00</td>
<td>26.38</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Costa Rica</td>
<td>1.11</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Democratic Republic of the Congo</td>
<td>157.25</td>
<td>152.41</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ecuador81</td>
<td>n.d.</td>
<td>n.d.</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>1.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethiopia</td>
<td>13.70</td>
<td>12.29</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finland</td>
<td>10.09</td>
<td>10.41</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gabon</td>
<td>22.00</td>
<td>22.93</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gambia</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guatemala</td>
<td>1.85</td>
<td>n.d.</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guyana</td>
<td>16.62</td>
<td>13.17</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Honduras</td>
<td>4.07</td>
<td>1.18</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India</td>
<td>56.02</td>
<td>59.28</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indonesia126</td>
<td>97.69</td>
<td>85.36</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>10.43</td>
<td>11.06</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenya</td>
<td>3.48</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Korea, Republic of</td>
<td>1.89</td>
<td>2.08</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lao PDR</td>
<td>16.53</td>
<td>18.74</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malaysia157</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mali158</td>
<td>n.d.</td>
<td>n.d.</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico155</td>
<td>2.75</td>
<td>3.65</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>44.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mongolia</td>
<td>12.89</td>
<td>8.94</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mozambique157</td>
<td>n.d.</td>
<td>n.d.</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>n.d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myanmar</td>
<td>34.23</td>
<td>28.88</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nepal</td>
<td>4.63</td>
<td>4.54</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>2.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nigeria179</td>
<td>12.97</td>
<td>12.61</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>n.d.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
national laws broadly recognize the customary ownership of Indigenous Peoples and local communities without requiring communities to register their forests and other lands. Given the prevalence of customary land tenure in all three countries, a substantial portion of the combined 47 mha of forestland across Kenya, Mali, and Mozambique would likely be attributed to Category 3 (owned by Indigenous Peoples and local communities) if such area data were available.

Across the 48 LMICs assessed—representing over 93 percent of LMIC forests globally—Indigenous Peoples and local communities legally own at least 418 mha (15.2 percent) of forestland and at least 70 mha (2.5 percent) of forestland are designated for Indigenous Peoples and local communities. More than two-thirds of LMIC forests, representing at least 1,911 mha, are formally administered by governments, and at least 140 mha (5.1 percent) are privately owned by individuals and firms.

2.2 Global trends in forest tenure across 41 complete case countries, 2002-2017

Because complete data across all four tenure categories and/or years is unavailable for 17 of the 58 countries presented in Table 1, forest tenure as of 2017 is unknown for approximately 6.49 percent of the total forest area among all 58 countries included in this analysis. As discussed in Section 2.1, countries with incomplete data are thus excluded from the below analysis of trends over time to ensure consistency across the data set.
Figure 3

GLOBAL STATUS OF STATUTORY FOREST TENURE IN 58 COUNTRIES AS OF 2017 BY PERCENT

- Unknown Tenure: 6.5%
- Privately Owned by Individuals and Firms: 11.4%
- Owned by Indigenous Peoples and Local Communities: 12.2%
- Designated for Indigenous Peoples and Local Communities: 2.2%
- Government Administered: 67.7%

Global Change in Statutory Forest Tenure in 41 Complete Case Countries by Percent, 2002–2017

- Government Administered:
  - 2002: 78.0%
  - 2008: 75.2%
  - 2013: 73.7%
  - 2017: 72.7%

- Designated for Indigenous Peoples and Local Communities:
  - 2002: 0.5%
  - 2008: 1.1%
  - 2013: 2.0%
  - 2017: 2.3%

- Owned by Indigenous Peoples and Local Communities:
  - 2002: 10.4%
  - 2008: 12.3%
  - 2013: 12.4%
  - 2017: 13.0%

- Privately Owned by Individuals and Firms:
  - 2002: 11.1%
  - 2008: 11.4%
  - 2013: 11.9%
  - 2017: 12.0%

Note: Due to rounding, percents shown across all four statutory forest tenure categories for a given year do not all sum to 100%.
Among the 41 countries for which complete data was available for 2002 and 2017 (hereafter referred to as “complete case countries”), data indicates the following key trends:

While significant gains in the legal recognition of Indigenous Peoples and local communities as forest owners and designated rightsholders have been made over the past 15 years, the pace of recognition has generally remained slow since 2008, despite a very slight uptick since RRI last reported on the distribution of forest tenure in 2013. As of 2017, 15.3 percent (521 mha) of forests across the 41 complete case countries assessed are cumulatively designated for and owned by Indigenous Peoples and local communities.

The total forest area owned by and designated for Indigenous Peoples and local communities increased by 147 mha over the previous 15 years (from 374 mha in 2002 to 521 mha in 2017); however, nearly 60 percent (87 mha) of these areas were recognized during the 2002-2008 period. Within the same 41 countries, just under 33 mha of forests were recognized as designated for and owned by Indigenous Peoples and local communities during the five years between 2008-2013, and less than 28 mha of additional forests were recognized under community tenure in the four years since 2013. The overall slowdown in recognition of community-based forest tenure between 2002-2017 appears to be approaching a plateau, despite the fact that much of the forest area claimed by Indigenous Peoples and local communities remains to be legally recognized.

Just under three-quarters (30) of the 41 countries with complete data experienced an overall increase in forest area recognized as designated for and owned by Indigenous Peoples and local communities over the 2002-2017 period. However, just over half (21) of these 41 countries saw an increase in forestland cumulatively designated for and owned by Indigenous Peoples and local communities since 2013.

Encouragingly, the rate of increase in forest area owned by Indigenous Peoples and local communities over the four years from 2013-2017 exceeded that observed over the previous five-year period (2008-2013)—possibly signaling an emerging increase in the legal recognition of community forest ownership. The recognition of forests designated for Indigenous Peoples and local communities since 2013 was markedly lower than recognition during the 2002-2008 and 2008-2013 periods.

Between 2013-2017, there was a notable shift in the strength of community tenure recognized by governments. Whereas 93.7 percent of community forests recognized between 2008-2013 within these 41 countries (almost 31 mha out of the nearly 33 mha recognized as both designated for and owned by communities) constituted mere “designation” rights falling short of ownership, the pendulum has swung in favor of community ownership since 2013. Of the nearly 28 mha of community forests (both owned by and designated for communities) recognized during the 2013-2017 period, almost two-thirds (18 mha) are recognized as owned by Indigenous Peoples and local communities. In the context of increasing global demand for land and resources, and the urgent need to protect forest carbon sinks while meeting the needs of the rural poor, this is a positive trend that ought to be supported by all possible means.

Governments continue to maintain legal and administrative authority over more than 70 percent of forestlands (2,473 mha), much of which is claimed by Indigenous Peoples and local communities.

Forestland administered by governments decreased by 198 mha between 2002-2017, with the rate of decline slowing over this period. While government administered forestland decreased by an average of 16 mha per year between 2002 and 2008, the average decrease per year since 2008 has been approximately 10 mha. The area of government administered forestland now comprises 2,473 mha (or 72.7 percent of total forest area across 41 countries).

Much of the 2,473 mha of government administered forest is contested by indigenous and local communities who assert ownership over these forests as territories that they customarily hold, manage, and depend on for their survival. Despite the vast areas under dispute, a large proportion of government administered forest is either managed as protected areas or locked in state-issued concessions, licensing agreements, or untapped resources claims held for the benefit of private companies, local elites, or other investors. Trends in the establishment of new concessions are divergent—with some countries scaling up their forest concession regimes while others are reducing or even prohibiting such activities—but across all regions companies acquire concessions with markedly greater ease and speed than
communities,” often leaving enduring impacts and permanently transforming forest landscapes. Furthermore, companies’ concession agreements seldom recognize communities as parties to the agreement whose rights will be impacted by the concession and who are therefore entitled to direct benefits under the agreement. Area data on forest concessions is difficult to access due to a lack of transparency concerning concession agreements, but a forthcoming RRI analysis found that as of 2017, timber extraction and logging contracts to corporate entities cover at least 41 mha of government administered forest in Brazil, Cameroon, DRC, Indonesia, and Liberia.

Given the negligible decrease in government administered forests since 2002—and the fact that even this modest rate of decline is diminishing as time progresses—communities’ well-documented conflicts on government administered forests with both governments and private entities are likely to endure in the absence of significant gains in the recognition of community-based tenure.

Private forest ownership by individuals and firms (excluding concessions) remained relatively constant over the fifteen-year period, increasing from 11.1 percent (380 mha) in 2002 to 12.0 percent (407 mha) in 2017. However, a lack of up-to-date and transparent data concerning the status, size, and owners of private forest holdings hampers the ability to discern trends with respect to privately owned forests.

Data representing the status of private forest ownership as of 2014 or later years exists for 12 of the 29 complete case countries where private forest ownership is legally possible. Within these 12 countries, 6 countries saw an increase in private forest ownership since 2014, while 5 countries saw a decline in private forest ownership over the same period. The most notable change in private forest area is in Tanzania, where private forest ownership increased from 0.17 mha (0.4 percent of Tanzania’s total forest area) in 2013 to 3.5 mha (7.3 percent of Tanzania’s total forest area) in 2017.

For the first time, this analysis also sought to further disaggregate forest area data under Category 4 by quantifying the forest area specifically owned by individual and family smallholders (including family-owned businesses) in accordance with the definitions identified in national laws, regulations, and other government-issued documents. The limited legal and area-based data available on smallholder forest ownership within the countries included in this analysis is presented in Box 1. Because forest area data disaggregating individual and family smallholdings from the more substantial forest ownerships is largely unavailable, this analysis cannot assess the extent to which the 407 mha of private forest area is formally held by smallholders—whose socioeconomic status and interests may be similar to those of Indigenous Peoples and local communities—versus private corporations and local elites, whose objectives concerning forest ownership commonly diverge from those of communities.

2.3 Trends in 33 complete case LMICs in Africa, Asia, and Latin America

Of the 147 mha of forests legally recognized as both designated for and owned by Indigenous Peoples and local communities among 41 complete case countries between 2002-2017, nearly all of this area was gained within 33 low- and middle-income countries (LMICs) across Africa, Asia, and Latin America containing just over 58 percent of forest area in LMICs globally. Only an additional 400,000 hectares were recognized within HICs with complete data over the same period. From 2013-2017, almost 94 percent of forests recognized as owned by communities across all 41 complete case countries occurred in LMICs.

The percent of forest area cumulatively designated for and owned by Indigenous Peoples and local communities in these 33 countries rose from 19.3 percent (337 mha) in 2002 to 24.3 percent (425 mha) in 2008 but increased more moderately thereafter, amounting to 26.4 percent of total LMIC forest area (458 mha) in 2013 and 28.1 percent (484 mha) in 2017. Among the three regions assessed in this report, Latin America has recognized the largest forest area as designated for and owned by Indigenous Peoples and local communities, comprising nearly 60 percent of the total community forest area legally recognized across the 33 LMICs with complete data as of 2017. Seven out of nine complete case Latin American countries (excluding Guyana and Suriname) have legal frameworks recognizing community-based forest ownership, as compared to 5 of 13 complete case countries in Asia and 3 of 12 complete case countries in Africa.

Between 2013 and 2017, the forest area legally owned by Indigenous Peoples and local communities within LMICs in Africa, Asia, and Latin America increased by almost 17 mha, from 398 mha (23.0 percent of total forest area in 33 countries) to 415 mha (24.1 percent of total forest area in 33 countries), thus outpacing the nearly 11 mha increase in community forest ownership.
CRITICAL AND CONSEQUENTIAL DATA GAPS ON SMALLHOLDER FOREST OWNERSHIP

No singular global definition of “smallholder forest ownership” exists, but in its broadest conception “smallholder forestry” comprises a growing and important subset of forest-holding communities, individuals, families, and local (often family-owned) small businesses. To increase the visibility of data on locally managed forests under both collective and individual tenure systems, this analysis sought to disaggregate RRI’s data on forests privately owned by individuals and firms (Category 4) into two subcategories: (1) private forests owned by individual and family smallholders (including family-owned businesses); and (2) remaining private forests owned by firms (excluding small ownerships of family-owned businesses), legal persons, and individuals and families with medium and large holdings. Private forest owners under both subcategories possess legally recognized, individually-based forest rights for an unlimited duration, including the right of sale. Because national definitions of “small forest ownerships” depend on a range of country-specific considerations (i.e., forest area, population density, forest use patterns, and natural resource availability), smallholder forest area was determined by using country-specific legal, policy, and administrative definitions of “smallholder forest ownership” or analogous terms. This textbox highlights the main findings of RRI’s foray into this critical subset of key actors in the management of forests worldwide.

Few countries define “smallholder forest ownership,” and even fewer have corresponding area data.

Despite their tremendous importance for the realization of global climate goals and the SDGs, few countries legally define smallholder forest ownership, and fewer still have quantified the total area of these small-scale forest holdings. Forty-two of the 58 countries featured in this analysis legally permit individuals and/or firms to privately own forests, but only 9 (21 percent) of these (Argentina, Bhutan, Bolivia, Brazil, Canada, Chile, Costa Rica, Mexico, and Sweden) formally define “smallholder forest ownership” or an analogous term that can be used as a proxy to identify small-forest ownerships. Six of these are in Latin America (as compared to one Asian country and no African countries), reflecting, in part, the extent to which Latin American countries legally allow individuals and firms to own forests in comparison to African and Asian countries. Interestingly, most of the countries that formally define “smallholder forest ownership” are LMICs.

Data on the extent of smallholder forest ownership was only identified in Argentina, Canada, Chile, and Mexico (see Table 2, below), all of which are either HICs (Argentina, Canada, and Chile) or upper middle-income countries (Mexico). This data pertains to small forests privately owned by individuals, families, and firms; disaggregated data on smallholder ownership of family-owned businesses does not exist. Of these, Canada and Chile are the only countries for which the available smallholder area even approaches comprehensive coverage. Argentina and Mexico report but a subset of the total estimated smallholder forest area under individual tenure.

Existing legal definitions of smallholder forest ownership demonstrate considerable diversity with respect to who qualifies as a smallholder and shed light on countries’ assumptions concerning the purpose of small-scale forestry. Some countries employ definitions emphasizing smallholders’ dependence on forests for subsistence (Bolivia) and livelihood (Chile) purposes. Canada and Sweden include minimum areas for small forest holdings in their definitions (25 and 5 hectares respectively), possibly to distinguish between commercial and non-commercial forest holdings. Among the eight countries (excluding Bolivia) that formally limit the size of smallholder ownerships, limits range widely from approximately 10 hectares (Argentina and Bhutan) to 100,000 hectares (“private woodlots” in New Brunswick, Canada), with defined limits varying based on location within both Canada and Chile.

Rightsholders are also identified differently across jurisdictions. Chile is the only country whose definition includes indigenous or local communities as smallholders. Ownership is limited to individuals and families in Bhutan, Bolivia, and Brazil; smallholders in Costa Rica are defined as farmers engaged in forestry activities; and Canada, Chile, and Sweden specifically exclude holdings by some medium and large businesses.
Gaps in the legal recognition and documentation of smallholder forest ownership impact the decisions of key stakeholders with respect to national economic development, global climate priorities, and the achievement of the SDGs.

The undefined status of “smallholder forest ownership” hampers governments’ ability to distinguish small forests owned and managed by individuals, families, and family-owned businesses from those of medium- and large-holders. This legislative ambiguity is part of a more central problem of countries’ laws failing to account for critical differences in how these groups manage and use forests. Such legal oversights can result in unreasonable regulatory demands on small-scale forest owners that place access to financing and the establishment of formal businesses outside their reach, thus compelling some smallholders to operate illegally.9

The dearth of reliable data also limits the ability of stakeholders to make informed decisions in favor of small-scale forestry. In the absence of legal definitions of smallholders: (1) local forest managers’ rights to use, market, and sell land, timber, and non-timber forest products are largely unaccounted for, undervalued, and oftentimes hampered by prevailing economic and regulatory measures; and (2) it becomes difficult to assess the area of forestland used by different producer groups (including women, families, small local enterprises, and communities), producers’ associated market-share, and their contributions to rural economies and sustainable forest management. Correspondingly, these critical policy and data gaps restrict the ability of governments and international finance institutions to adequately support smallholders.

Table 2: Formal definitions and available area of “smallholder forest ownership” in 9 countries as of 2017

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Key elements of legal, policy, and administrative definitions of “small forest owner” or proxy term</th>
<th>Smallholder forest area (mha) (rightsholders specified)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Argentina</td>
<td>“Small Producers”: Individuals and other legal persons with forest areas under 10 ha, as defined by Ministry of Agriculture, Livestock, and Fisheries,a</td>
<td>0.000050027 (Individual and legal person “small producers” engaged in plantation forestry or native forest enrichment, who received support under the government’s Forest Production Direction program)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bhutan</td>
<td>2007 Land Act of Bhutan limits most family land holdings to 25 acres (approximately 10 ha).b</td>
<td>Not available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bolivia</td>
<td>A “small property” is the source of subsistence resources for an owner and his family. Under the Constitution and agrarian law, it is a family asset that cannot be divided or judicially seized. A “small property” is not subject to agrarian property taxes.c</td>
<td>Not available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brazil</td>
<td>Small property and rural family ownership: Family-exploited forests not over 30, 50, or 150 ha depending on location.d</td>
<td>Not available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>• Forest owners with at least 25 ha are eligible for tax incentives under British Columbia’s Private Forest Land Act (2003).e • “Private woodlots” are defined by the New Brunswick Forest Products Act (2012) to exclude ownerships of: over 100,000 ha; the Crown; and persons who principally operate wood processing facilities that do not mainly produce wood chips at harvest sites.f • A National Resource Canada report defines “woodlot owners” outside British Columbia as “non-industrial private forests”.g</td>
<td>18.67 (Data pertains to forests of individuals, families, and firms—excluding some large businesses excluded by formal definitions—reported by various cited sources)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chile</td>
<td>A “small forest owner”; (1) Holds title to at least one forest property;”legally qualifies as “small agricultural producer,” and directly works their forest or a third party’s; and (2) mainly derives income from agricultural and forestry exploitation.” Such ownerships: (1) may not exceed 12 ha of basic irrigation or area established by zone; (2) may not exceed 200, 500, or 800 ha, depending on location; and (3) in specified regions, owners’ activities may not exceed 3,500 development units.j</td>
<td>0.00104436 (Data pertains to “small forest owners” as defined by Decreto Ley No. 701 de 1974, which includes persons, rainfed societies, and companies with at least 60% of capital shares held by the original forest owner(s), and specified indigenous and agricultural communities)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Costa Rica</td>
<td>“Small forest producers”: Farm owners engaged in annual forest protection, management, reforestation, or regeneration, where farms are 50 ha or less, or where agroforestry systems are comprised of 5,000 trees or less.l</td>
<td>Not available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico</td>
<td>“Small forest property”: Any kind of forest ownership of 800 ha or less.m</td>
<td>0.950280 (Small, individually owned private property subject to logging management plans; identity of rightsholder not specified)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>“Small-scale forestry”: Non-large-scale forestry units (thus excluding large forests defined as those of about 5,000 ha, or forest businesses with at least 10 forestry employees) of at least 5 ha.n</td>
<td>Not available {o}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
noted in the previous five-year period (2008-2013). When compared to government designation of community forests—which increased by less than 10 mha since 2013—this signals a potential upswing in LMIC recognition of Indigenous Peoples and local communities as forest owners.

### 3. Regional trends across 33 complete case LMICs in Africa, Asia, and Latin America

#### 3.1 Africa


The recognition of communities' forest rights in Africa continues to lag behind progress made in Asia and Latin America, despite positive steps by some countries to legally recognize community-based tenure. As of 2017, less than 31 mha (7.4 percent) of forests are designated for and owned by communities within the 11 complete case countries assessed. The forest area owned by communities comprises 22 mha, or 5.2 percent, of the total forest area in these 11 countries. Angola, Tanzania, and Zambia are the only complete case countries in Africa with legal frameworks recognizing Indigenous Peoples and/or local communities as forest owners. In Tanzania, the forest area owned by communities through Village Land Forest Reserves, Non-Reserved Forests on Village Lands, Community Forest Reserves, and Wildlife Management Areas has increased from 17 mha (32.0 percent of Tanzania’s forest area) in 2002 to 22 mha (45.6 percent of Tanzania’s forest area) in 2017.\(^{20}\) Nearly 16,000 hectares of community forest have recently been recognized under Zambia’s 2015 Forests Act, representing the only forests to be legally owned by communities under Zambian national law. In Angola, the area recognized as owned by communities continues to be less than 1,000 hectares.\(^{21}\) Notably, the forest area under Category 3 (owned by Indigenous Peoples and local communities) in Africa would undoubtedly be higher if widely accepted and forest-specific data on the significant areas legally owned by communities in Kenya, Mali, and Mozambique—three countries with laws broadly recognizing the customary forest ownership of communities without requiring any formal registration of these rights—was available.
The forest area designated for communities within the 11 complete case countries in Africa increased by nearly 9 mha over the 15-year period, but progress since 2013 has been marginal. Whereas 5 mha of forestland was designated for communities between 2008 and 2013, only an additional 0.9 mha of forestland was designated for communities since 2013. Furthermore, Gambia and Senegal both saw a decrease in the forest area designated for communities since 2013. In Gambia, this decrease is attributed to an expansion in agricultural production that reportedly reduced forest area within community forests. In Senegal, the passing of a new decentralization law in 2013 transferred forest management authority from the community level to the municipal township level, thus precluding the only existing legal avenue by which forests were previously designated for communities under Senegalese national law.

3.2 Asia

Bhutan, Cambodia, China, India, Indonesia, Lao PDR, Mongolia, Myanmar, Nepal, Papua New Guinea, Philippines, Thailand, Vietnam

The rate of statutory forest tenure recognition for Indigenous Peoples and local communities has progressed modestly across Asia over the last 15 years, with China accounting for most of the gains achieved. Since 2002, the area owned by Indigenous Peoples and local communities across 13 complete case countries in Asia increased by just under 25 mha. However, over 85 percent (21 mha) of gains in community forest ownership over this period are attributable to increased recognition of collective forests in China.

Outside of China, progress across the remaining 12 complete case countries in Asia has been even more limited, with the forest area designated for and owned by Indigenous Peoples and local communities increasing only 11 mha over the 15-year period from 32 mha (10.1 percent) to 43 mha (13.7 percent). Only 4 of these 12 countries (India, Indonesia, Papua New Guinea, and the Philippines) possess legal frameworks recognizing communities as forest owners. After China, Papua New Guinea has the next largest forest area (27 mha) under customary ownership, but recent estimates indicate that 12 percent of tribal land areas
remain under State Agricultural Business Leases (SABLs) issued to third parties for a 99-year period, after which leased forests and other lands revert to communities.India, Indonesia, and the Philippines each exhibited an increase of less than 1 million hectares in community forest ownership since 2013. Given that the potential for recognition of Scheduled Tribes and Other Traditional Forest Dwellers’ rights under the Forest Rights Act in India and of customary (Adat) forest in Indonesia collectively exceed 80 mha, the current rate of recognition is unacceptably low.

Within the 13 complete case countries in Asia, forest area designated for Indigenous Peoples and local communities increased from 3 mha (0.6 percent) to 10 mha (2.0 percent) during the 2002-2017 period, with an increase of nearly 3 mha since 2013. Ten of these 13 countries (excluding China, India, and Papua New Guinea, which all have legal frameworks recognizing Indigenous Peoples and local communities as forest owners) have legal frameworks designating forests for Indigenous Peoples and local communities. The most notable increase occurred in Mongolia, where over 1 mha of forest have been recognized for community forest user groups since 2013. Finally, legislative advancements in Myanmar since 2013 have set the stage for future progress. The 2016 revision to the Community Forest Instruction expands community rights under Community Forest Concessions to include livelihood development and commercial rights that could incentivize the establishment of new Community Forest Concessions, thus resulting in additional forest area designated for Indigenous Peoples and local communities.

3.3 Latin America
Bolivia, Brazil, Colombia, Costa Rica, Guyana, Honduras, Mexico, Peru, Suriname

Within the nine complete case countries in Latin America, the rate of Indigenous Peoples’ and local communities’ recognition as forest owners increased markedly between 2013-2017 as compared to the previous five-year period (2008-2013). Forest area owned by Indigenous Peoples and local communities increased from 171 mha (21 percent) in 2002 to 236 mha (29.9 percent) in 2017. Indigenous Peoples and local communities acquired legal recognition for the vast majority of these areas prior to 2008; progress slowed drastically between 2008 and 2013, with less than a 5 mha cumulative increase across Bolivia, Brazil, Colombia, Honduras, and Peru. Since 2013, Indigenous Peoples and local communities have gained ownership over an additional 11 mha of forestland. This is due to a 7 mha increase in Indigenous Lands and Quilombola Territories in Brazil, 3 mha increase in Indigenous Reserves and Afro-Colombian Community Lands in Colombia, and nearly 1 mha in titles granted to the Miskitu communities in Honduras over the past four years.

Within the same nine Latin American countries, forest area designated for Indigenous Peoples and local communities increased from 14 mha (1.7 percent) in 2002 to 50 mha (6.3 percent) in 2017. The increase of just under 6 mha in forest area designated for Indigenous Peoples and local communities since 2013 is attributed to increases in Brazil, Guyana, Honduras, and Peru. The proportion of private forest area within the complete case LMICs in Latin America as of 2017 (15.4 percent) far exceeds that of the other regions, with a proportion five times larger than that found across Asian complete case countries (2.9 percent), and 17 times larger than the proportion of private forest area found in African complete case countries (0.9 percent). This wide variance is attributed—in part—to the higher proportion of countries in Latin America that legally allow forests to be privately owned by individuals and firms (8 out of 9 complete case countries in Latin America, as compared to 7 out of 13 complete case countries in Asia and 7 out of 11 complete case countries in Africa). Best available data indicates that 15.4 percent (just over 121 mha) of total forest area across the nine complete case Latin American countries is

---

**NOTE ON JOINT FOREST MANAGEMENT**

In previous forest tenure assessments, RRI classified forestland under Joint Forest Management (JFM) in India as being “designated for Indigenous Peoples and local communities” (Category 2). JFM was originally established by a 1990 Ministerial Circular that sought to promote community-based participatory forest management as envisaged under the National Forest Policy of 1988. While the government of India and other stakeholders have implemented this Circular as if it possesses statutory authority, it is not legally binding and JFMs are not established by any other national law. Consequently, JFMs do not qualify as a community-based tenure regime (CBTR) under RRI’s methodology and the extent of forests subject to JFM is no longer specifically captured under RRI’s Forest Tenure Database, which presents the distribution of forest area as recognized by countries’ national-level laws.
privately owned by firms and individuals as of 2017, but trends in private forest ownership since 2013 are especially elusive in Latin America due to a lack of up-to-date data. Honduras is the only complete case country in Latin America where updated data on private forest ownership was identified since 2013.

4. Progress toward RRI and global targets

At its founding in 2005, RRI set a target for the global community to double the forest area designated for and owned by Indigenous Peoples and local communities by 2015. While the world fell short of this goal, the SDGs and the Paris Agreement offer a renewed opportunity to call upon national governments to scale up tenure security for Indigenous Peoples, local communities, and rural women that is paralleled by RRI’s new global goal to see at least 50 percent of the total forest area in LMICs legally owned by and designated for Indigenous Peoples and local communities by 2030. As Figure 5 illustrates, governments must nearly double the recognized area of community-based forest tenure by 2030 in order for this new target to be achieved. Data from 33 LMICs across Africa, Asia, and Latin America indicates that just over 28 percent of forest area (484 mha) was legally owned by and designated for Indigenous Peoples and local communities as of 2017. Assuming forest area remains constant within LMICs, achieving this goal would require these 33 countries to collectively recognize at least 22 mha of forest—equivalent to more than half of California’s land area—per year as owned by or designated for Indigenous Peoples and local communities, essentially requiring the rate of recognition over the 2013-2017 period to more than triple between 2017-2030.

Accelerating recognition of Indigenous Peoples’ and local communities’ forest tenure is critical for achieving global commitments such as those enshrined in the SDGs, the Paris Agreement, the Voluntary Guidelines on the Responsible Governance of Tenure of Land, Fisheries and Forests in the Context of National Food Security (VGGT), the Bonn Challenge, the NYDF, and the Aichi Biodiversity Targets. SDG Indicators 1.4.2 (on the proportion of the adult population with secure land tenure) and 5.a.2 (on women’s equal rights to own and/or control land) urge countries to advance the legal recognition, documentation, and tenure security of Indigenous Peoples, local communities, rural women, and smallholders. The 2020 Aichi Biodiversity Targets established under the Convention on Biodiversity intend to draw on SDG Indicators 1.4.2 and 5.a.1
5. Pervasive challenges amidst emerging opportunities

Promising developments have occurred in the first half of 2018. In DRC, 27 new Local Community Forest Concessions covering at least 56,149 ha have been recognized as designated for communities as of July 2018. Between March 2017 and February 2018, an additional 561,139 ha of forest were recognized as designated for Indigenous Peoples and local communities in Indonesia, including 395,216 ha of Hutan Desa (Village Forest), 138,117 ha of Hutan Kemasyarakatan (Rural or Community Forest), and 27,806 ha of Hutan Tanaman Rakyat (People Plantation Forest). In February 2018, the Quilombola community of Cachoeira Porteira in Brazil received title to more than 220,000 ha of forest. The issuance of these titles follows the Brazilian Supreme Court's February 2018 rejection of a suit aimed at rendering Presidential Decree 4.887/2003 invalid and drastically limiting existing legal pathways for titling Quilombola territories. Instead, the court affirmed the constitutionality of the decree—thus supporting the efforts of more than 1,600 Quilombola communities in the process of titling their territories. Notably, in April 2018 Mexico passed the General Law on Sustainable Forest Development, a fundamental piece of legislation whose implementation will impact the security of ejidos and comunidades for years to come.

Concering legislative rollbacks and stalled reform processes threaten to undermine the progress observed at the global level. In both Indonesia and the Philippines, once promising reforms have failed to deliver expected gains. In Indonesia, President Joko Widodo's issuance of Hutan Adat certificates of customary forest ownership over 8,801 hectares of customary forests. These developments represent the Indonesian government's first implementation of the landmark 2013 Constitutional Court Ruling No. 35/2013 (more commonly known as MK35), which dramatically strengthened Indigenous Peoples' legally recognized tenure rights by removing their traditionally managed customary forests (Hutan Adat) from state control and mandating the formalization of Indigenous Peoples' ownership over these customary forests for the first time. Yet, Indigenous Peoples' ownership rights to the vast majority of their customary Adat forests and other lands—estimated to comprise approximately 40 mha—has yet to be formalized through the certification process required by the Constitutional Court decision. Also concerning is that the size of Adat forest areas recognized in 2017 were far smaller than the areas that received certificates of customary forest ownership in 2016.

The rate of recognition of Certificates of Ancestral Domain Titles (CADTs) in the Philippines has also slowed significantly in comparison to previous periods. Between 2012 and 2015, just over 387,000 ha of CADTs were recognized, whereas over 705,000 ha were recognized during the previous three-year period (2009-2012), and more than 2,500,000 ha were recognized between 2006 and 2009. This notable decline in recognition of ancestral domains comes amid a dramatic rise in the targeted killing and criminalization of land and environmental defenders under President Rodrigo Duterte's administration. Forty-eight land and environmental defenders were murdered in 2017, more than 40 percent of whom were protesting agribusiness.

Successful implementation of Colombia's 2016 Havana Peace Accord is intertwined with the advancement of the comprehensive agrarian reform process called for by the Accord, including the recognition of the collective land rights of Indigenous Peoples and Afro-descendant communities. An analysis conducted in 2017 found that 271 Afro-descendant communities have applied for collective land titles, some of whom have awaited formal recognition of their lands for two decades. Available georeferenced data for just 147 of those claims indicates that at least 1 million hectares of land are claimed by Afro-descendant communities.

Legislative setbacks have also taken place since 2013, in some cases resulting in large-scale forest
EVictions AND vIOLENCE AGAINST FOREST COMMUNITIES PERSIST IN THE NAME OF CONSERVATION

Mounting evidence demonstrates that Indigenous Peoples and local communities achieve conservation outcomes that are equivalent or superior to government-funded “fortress models” premised on communities’ eviction from protected areas, yet communities continue to suffer mass evictions, violence, and other human rights abuses perpetrated by governments in the name of forest conservation.35

Only months after the African Court on Human and Peoples’ Rights refuted the Kenyan Government’s argument that forest conservation necessitated the eviction of the Ogiek from their ancestral lands in Kenya’s Mau Forest Complex,36 the forest-dwelling Sengwer peoples in western Kenya experienced a fresh wave of conservation-driven, government-imposed forced evictions (including house burnings and violence) from their ancestral territories in the Embobut Forest.37 The January 2018 killing of Sengwer community member Robert Kirotich by the Kenya Forestry Service during an associated Embobut Forest raid led the EU to suspend its 31 million Euro funding of an environmental program intended to conserve high-elevation forests in areas including the Embobut Forest and Mt. Elgon, which Kenya depends on for much of its water supply.38 Despite the EU’s response and a recent Kenyan National Commission on Human Rights report documenting multiple violations of the Sengwer peoples’ land rights,39 the future of the Sengwer’s long-standing battle to assert their rights remains uncertain.

Similar injustices have taken place in Liberia, where communities’ rights to over 20,000 hectares of forestland were violated due to the 2017 gazettement of the Gola and Grebo-Krahn National Parks. Green Advocates and other Liberian civil society organizations describe the establishment of these parks as a violation of the Community Rights Law of 2009—one that appears indistinguishable from land grabs commonly perpetrated against communities by large multinational corporations in Liberia. Impacted communities contend that these parks were established through unjust and inadequate assessment and consultation processes that violated their right to free, prior, and informed consent, resulting in their coerced consent to the parks’ establishment.40

The struggles of many Karen communities in Thailand demonstrate the inter-generational impacts of conservation-driven evictions. One example is of Karen communities who have been embroiled in conflict concerning the Kaeng Krachan forest since the 1981 establishment of Kaeng Krachan National Park. In 2011, park officials accompanied by armed Thai military forcibly evicted Karen villagers from their lands, burned their homes and rice stores, and imprisoned 106-year old Grandpa Kor-ee. Kor-ee’s grandson—a leader and human rights defender of the Ban-bang-kloy Karen Peoples known as “Billy”—served as a witness in the 2012 case instituted by those Karen communities to secure the return of their lands, but Billy disappeared under suspicious circumstances in 2014 and his whereabouts have yet to be determined.41 In June 2018, Thailand’s Supreme Court granted those Karen communities compensation for the 2011 eviction but denied their right to return home. For almost 40 years, the Karen have sought justice through a legal system that fails to recognize their citizenship and status as Indigenous Peoples, enduring irreparable harm in the name of conservation that cannot be compensated.42

As these examples demonstrate, protected areas established through the eviction of Indigenous Peoples and local communities—the population oftentimes best-positioned and most motivated to protect forests and forest resources—commonly generate long-standing conflict, violate communities’ free, prior, and informed consent alongside other human rights, and overlook the true drivers of forest loss and degradation.
grabs. Law No. 30723 of Peru, enacted in January 2018, declares the construction and maintenance of roads in the border regions of Ucayali to be a national priority. Despite the law’s call to uphold “unrestricted respect for natural protected areas and the Indigenous Peoples who inhabit it,” highway construction has the potential to open the traditional territories of Indigenous Peoples in voluntary isolation and initial contact situations to increased deforestation, displacement, and conflict. With evidence that 95 percent of deforestation throughout the Amazon occurs within 5.5 kilometers of a roadway or 1 kilometer of a navigable river, it is probable that additional roadways will significantly increase threats to these communities.

Furthermore, as previously discussed in Section 3.1, Senegal’s new decentralization law fails to extend essential forest management rights to local communities. Liberia’s 2009 Community Rights Law (CRL) widely recognizes customary communities as the lawful owners of the forestlands they hold under customary law, without requiring any forestland registration procedure, yet the new 2017 CRL Regulation attempts to rescind these broadly recognized rights, stipulating that only “authorized forest communities” with state-signed community forest management agreements may access, use, manage, and benefit from their forest resources. The Regulation explicitly claims to set aside questions of forest ownership while harshly narrowing communities’ rights over forest resources and mandating cumbersome procedures that communities must fulfill in order to legally secure meaningful tenure.

6. At a crossroads: A call to action

Progress in the recognition of community-based forest tenure remains inadequate to meet international commitments on climate and development.

Unless governments move quickly and decisively to legally recognize and secure the community forests of Indigenous Peoples and local communities, the world is unlikely to meet pressing sustainable development and climate goals. To achieve progress, governments must work in collaboration with Indigenous Peoples, local communities, rural women, civil society, the private sector, and the broader international community to take full advantage of the following opportunities:

1. **Proactively seize opportunities offered by new legislation to enable the realization of communities’ forest tenure rights.**

   Legislation establishing new legal pathways for Indigenous Peoples’ and local communities’ forest ownership over the last four years further supports the global trend toward recognition of communities as forest owners. This is especially notable in Africa, where legislation in Kenya, Mali, and Zambia establishes new legal frameworks for community forest ownership. If fully implemented, the Community Land Act (2016) in Kenya, the Agricultural Land Law (Loi N. 2017-001, du 11 Avril 2017 portant sur le foncière agricole) in Mali, and the 2015 Forests Act in Zambia could result in the realization of secure community forest rights for Indigenous Peoples and local communities at a grand scale, as the majority of these countries’ rural lands are held under customary tenure. The new laws in both Kenya and Mali provide communities with an avenue to register their recognized customary rights to community forests and other lands for the first time, without requiring registration for communities’ rights to become actionable. Given the gender-specificity found in the Community Land Act, the rights of indigenous and rural women stand to be particularly strengthened in Kenya. However, the ability of the new laws in Kenya, Mali, and Zambia to effectively benefit Indigenous Peoples, local communities, and rural women will be strongly influenced by implementing regulations that, as of 2017, had yet to pass.

2. **Support and hold governments accountable in their obligations to comply with national and international court rulings and binding legal precedents.**

   In addition to advocating for legislative avenues that advance community-based tenure, Indigenous Peoples and other forest communities have successfully sought recognition of their collective tenure rights through national constitutional courts as well as regional human rights courts like the Inter-American Court of Human Rights. Noteworthy judgments in Latin America and Africa since 2013 include: the May 2017 African Court on Human and Peoples’ Rights (ACHPR) judgment concerning the Ogiek in Kenya’s Mau Forest; the 2015 Inter-American Court of Human Rights judgment *Kaliña and Lokono Peoples v. Suriname*; and the 2015 Caribbean Court of Justice judgment *Maya Leaders Alliance v. The Attorney General of Belize*. These holdings find that governments are legally obligated to recognize community-plaintiffs as
Indigenous Peoples, and to legally recognize their tenure rights through legislation forged via communities’ full, effective, and informed consultation. In both the Ogiek and Suriname cases, governments’ conservation-motivated actions—either through the eviction of communities from degraded forests or the establishment of national nature reserves on community forests—were found to be inadequate justifications for violating communities’ rights to their territories, particularly given the role of Indigenous Peoples in successfully conserving their lands and natural resources.

Despite the strength of these holdings, their enforcement by national governments remains lacking. The Caribbean Court of Justice serves as the highest court of appeals in Belize, and Suriname is a ratifying party to the Inter-American Convention on Human Rights, yet neither government has legally recognized the tenure rights of the communities who served as plaintiffs in the cases referenced above. At the time of this report’s authorship the ACHPR had yet to issue a reparations order in relation to the Mau Ogiek case, but Kenya need not wait on this order to respect the full extent of the rights recognized by the May 2017 ACHPR judgment. Kenya can and should set a positive example by restoring all 416,542 square hectares (22 forest blocks) of Mau Forest Complex that comprise the Mau Ogiek’s ancestral lands to the Ogiek, ceasing evictions of other Ogiek communities outside of the Mau Forest Complex, and extending the rights recognized in the Ogiek decision to other Indigenous Peoples (including the Sengwer, as discussed in Box 3) throughout Kenya.

3. Bolster communities’ existing tenure rights and expand Indigenous Peoples’ and local communities’ forest ownership in draft legislation on forest, land, and community rights.

At the time of writing, RRI is aware of draft legislation pending in Ecuador, Kenya, Lao PDR, Nepal, and Thailand. Multiple reforms are underway in Lao PDR, where a new Land Policy was issued in August 2017 and the Land Law, Forest Law, and associated by-laws are currently undergoing revision, according to the Emissions Reductions Program Document (ER-PD) submitted to the Forest Carbon Partnership Facility (FCPF) Carbon Fund in March 2018.

4. Harness the momentum of the SDGs, Paris Agreement, the VGGT, and other emerging tools and platforms to monitor and report on the forests owned and managed by Indigenous Peoples, local communities, rural women, and smallholders.

The world has never been better positioned to drastically scale up tenure recognition through the utilization of targeted technologies and financing instruments, and to increase data collection that lends visibility to the status of Indigenous Peoples’, local communities’, rural women’s, and smallholders’ land and forest tenure. In particular, custodian agencies responsible for monitoring progress toward the SDGs should continue to further nuance data collection efforts to ensure that circumstances surrounding community-based tenure are comprehensively measured. More fundamentally, governments must make a concerted effort to collect data effectively capturing the particular challenges to tenure security faced by rural women, those who rely on community-based tenure, and other small-scale forest owners. In all circumstances, collected data should be disaggregated by gender.

A central limitation of analyses on local forest management is most governments’ failure to define “smallholder forest ownership” and to collect corresponding area data demonstrating the proportion of forests privately owned by individual and family smallholders (including family-owned businesses) versus those owned by medium and large forest holders. The general lack of “smallholder forest ownership” definitions is symptomatic of governments’ larger failure to devise laws tailored to the circumstances of local forest managers, which negatively impacts both communities and individual/family smallholders alike. It is therefore imperative that governments address these critical legislative failures, which should include the generation of context-specific definitions of “smallholder forest ownership” and corresponding data on the extent of these ownerships. This would enable more robust assessment of the world’s privately-owned forests and associated implications for Indigenous Peoples and local communities. Such data would also facilitate information exchange, comparisons, and learning, which may identify new opportunities for partnerships and convergent points of advocacy among Indigenous Peoples, local communities, rural women, and smallholders. Finally, it is imperative that both governments and private entities increase transparency regarding the size, parties, and terms surrounding their forest concession agreements.

Heightened emphasis on robust, nuanced, and appropriately disaggregated data collection is critical for monitoring progress toward national and global climate, economic, and development goals, and stakeholders must work together in ensuring that necessary data is collected and made available to track the world’s progress.
The world currently stands at a crossroads before two drastically divergent futures. Over the coming years, government progress in the recognition of community-based tenure could stagnate, preventing the world from achieving key development and climate milestones. Alternatively, governments can choose a more prosperous future by devoting the additional time and political capital necessary to rapidly accelerate the recognition of Indigenous Peoples and local communities as full forest owners. A choice in favor of this second alternative is one that places forests in the hands of the Indigenous Peoples, local communities, and rural women who are best-situated to steward them. It prioritizes countries’ rural economic development by safeguarding communities’ cultural and economic interests, and it gives the world its best chance of combatting climate change. Pursuing the path toward a more just, environmentally sound, and prosperous future requires urgent, concerted action. It will not be easy, and governments cannot embark upon this journey alone. However, with the support of Indigenous Peoples, local communities, rural women, community forest champions, civil society, the private sector, and the larger international community, a brighter future is within our collective reach.
Annex: Technical notes

Underlying Data on “Total Forest Area” by Country

RRI largely relies on forest area data submitted by national governments to the FAO as input to the Global Forest Resources Assessment, which is published every five years. However, RRI may instead utilize alternate data concerning countries’ total forest area where more recent or accurate information is available through other sources. Due to the significant variability in the quality of forest area data available among countries and underlying methodologies employed to generate such data—as well as meaningful differences in the policy relevance of these varying definitions of “forestland” at a country level—it is not possible to harmonize our approach. Further complicating matters, data on forest tenure distribution may only be compatible with one of multiple available data sets on the extent of forests. RRI is guided by efforts to publish the most comprehensive, up-to-date, and representative data available.

Technical Notes for Collection of Forest Area Data

1. Priority for selecting data sources will be as follows: (1) government information sources; (2) government figures cited by other organizations (e.g. FAO); and (3) trusted independent sources.

2. Only absolute numbers will be presented. Averages based on different sources will not be used.

3. In cases where it is impossible to find accurate absolute numbers, percentages from reliable sources may be applied to the total forest area presented in the same source or to the area of the legal forest estate.

4. Community-Based Tenure Regimes (CBTRs) form the sole unit of analysis for Categories 2 and 3, and therefore only community-based tenure rights are considered. The area under distinct tenure regimes found within countries are presented, rather than aggregates of “community owned or controlled lands” classified by another source (such as the FAO). CBTRs may also be considered as falling under Category 1 (government administration) due to the very limited nature of the rights recognized (i.e., access and withdrawal, but no management or exclusion rights); in these situations, data pertaining to the area of CBTRs is disaggregated from the remaining forest area under government administration in RRI’s internal database where possible.

5. The most current and reliable data will be presented. Data points in original sources must refer to years spanning 2003–2017 if they are to be included in the 2017 column. If no data are available for years after 2002, the existing estimate for 2002 may be repeated if in-country sources confirm their current validity.

6. Retroactive changes to the 2002, 2008, and 2013 data sets will only be made where at least one of the following conditions are met: (1) data for 2002, 2008, or 2013 becomes available that was not previously available; (2) miscalculations were made in the 2002, 2008, or 2013 data; (3) further legal analysis requires the reclassification of a CBTR and associated area data under RRI’s statutory forest typology; and/or (4) changes made in the definition of “forest area” or underlying source of data for total forest area require adaptation of the previous data to maintain time-series consistency.

7. In cases where the 2002 tenure data included “other wooded lands” (lands with 5–10 percent canopy cover, as defined by the FAO), the 2017 tenure data will also include other wooded lands.

8. Where possible, data points will be verified by country-level forest tenure specialists. Despite best efforts, it was not possible to obtain expert reviews for Gambia or Mozambique during the 2017 analysis.
Technical Notes Regarding the Disaggregation of Forest Area Privately Owned by Individuals and Firms

1. RRI initially sought to disaggregate country-specific data on forests privately owned by individuals and firms (Category 4) into two sub-categories: (1) private forests owned by individual and family smallholders (including family-owned businesses), and (2) remaining private forests owned by firms (excluding small ownerships of family-owned businesses), legal persons, and individuals and families with medium and large holdings. However, RRI was unable to identify any data on smallholder forest ownership that included ownerships of family-owned businesses but excluded those of other firms. Consequently, smallholder area data presented in Box 1 pertains to smallholdings of individuals, families, and firms, without distinction regarding firm ownership.

2. Under no circumstances can the sum of the two sub-categories discussed above, or a single sub-category, exceed the forest area reported by RRI as being privately owned by individuals and firms (Category 4).

3. All forestland under Category 4 is held under individual tenure systems and national law recognizes the following rights to forestland for an unlimited duration: access, withdrawal, management, exclusion, due process and compensation, and sale.

4. Smallholder forest area was determined by using country-specific legal, policy and administrative definitions of “smallholder forest ownership” or analogous terms that can be used as a proxy to identify the extent of smallholder forest ownership. In the context of federal countries such as Canada, multiple proxy definitions applicable to specific provinces were employed.

5. Area data prior to 2002 was not presented.

6. Where multiple definitions of “smallholder forests ownership” (or an analogous term) exist within legislative policy and administrative documents, definitions found in forest and land laws/policies were given preference. Similarly, definitions found in forest laws were prioritized over those focused on land.

7. RRI sought to identify and present comprehensive area data on private smallholder forest ownerships, but best-available data only approached comprehensive coverage in two countries (Canada and Chile). Given the scarcity of available data, RRI elected to present area for an additional two countries (Argentina and Mexico) that represents only a subset of the total estimated smallholder forest area under private ownership (as defined under Category 4 of RRI’s Statutory Forest Typology).

8. Given the scarcity of data concerning the extent of smallholder forest ownership, RRI has not presented any data on the remaining area of private forests owned by firms, legal persons, and individuals and families with medium and large holdings.
Report endnotes


iv “Tree cover loss is not the same as deforestation. ‘Tree cover’ can refer to trees in plantations as well as natural forests, and ‘tree cover loss’ is the removal of tree canopy due to human or natural causes, including fire.” Weiße, Mikaela and Elizabeth Dow Goldman. 2018. 2017 Was the Second-Worst Year on Record for Tropical Tree Cover Loss. World Resources Institute (WRI), Washington, DC. Available at: http://www.wri.org/blog/2018/06/2017-was-second-worst-year-record-tropical-tree-cover-loss.


ix Global forest area comprises 3,999.13 mha as of 2015. FAO 2016a; 16.


xii Because forest tenure as of 2017 is not known for all categories in 17 countries, percentages in the preceding paragraph do not sum to 100 percent.


xvi Calculated based on 2015 forest area data presented in the FAO Global Forest Resources Assessment 2015 and World Bank income classifications for the 2017 calendar year. Since RRI may cite a variety of verified sources for total
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These 12 countries include: Bhutan, Canada, Central African Republic, Gambia, Honduras, Indonesia, Japan, Republic of Korea, Nepal, Sweden, Tanzania, and Zambia. In the 17 remaining countries where private forest ownership is possible under national law, sources cited in Table 1 reflect data from 2013 or earlier, but have been verified as the most recent available. Notably, private forest ownership only became legally possible under Zambian national law with the passing of the 2015 Forests Act. Government of Zambia. 2015. Forests Act, 2015 (Act No. 4 of 2015). August 14, 2015. Available at: http://www.fao.org/forestry/45024-0c63724f580ace381a8f81d04cf2a3cf93.pdf. See, for example, discussion of Indonesia’s suspension of the issuance of new harvesting licenses in primary forest and peatland areas; Forest Legality Initiative. 2016. “Risk Tool: Indonesia.” Accessed August 14, 2018. Available at: https://forestlegality.org/risk-tool/country/indonesia.

In What Future for Reform (Rights and Resources Initiative 2014), Village Land Forest Reserves, Non-Reserved Forests on Village Lands, Community Forest Reserves, and Wildlife Management Areas were classified as “designated for Indigenous Peoples and local communities.” These community-based tenure regimes have been reclassified as “owned by Indigenous Peoples and local communities” based on additional feedback from peer reviewers. See endnote 239 for additional information.

In What Future for Reform (Rights and Resources Initiative 2014), Dominio Util Consuetudinario (Useful Customary Domain) was classified as “designated for Indigenous Peoples and local communities.” This community-based tenure regime was reclassified by RRI as “owned by Indigenous Peoples and local communities” in the 2015 Rights and Resources Initiative publication, Who Owns the World’s Land, with support from peer reviewers. Notably, in Rights and Resources Initiative (2015), this community-based tenure regime was referenced as “Community Titles.” This community-based tenure regime has been retitled as “Dominio Util Consuetudinario (Useful Customary Domain) to better reflect Angolan law. RRI. 2015. Who Owns the World’s Land? A Global Baseline of Formally Recognized Indigenous and Community Land Rights. Rights and Resources Initiative, Washington, DC. Available at: https://rightsandresources.org/en/publication/whownstheland/#.W3re1fKjIU. See endnote 4 for additional information.


According to a 2017 Global Witness Report, “While the Prime Minister and Land Minister [of Papua New Guinea] have recently stated that SABLs are illegal and have been cancelled, at the time of writing the government had not issued any subsequent directives to cancel leases or halt operations under them.” Global Witness. 2017. Stained Trade: How U.S. Imports of Exotic Flooring from China Risk Driving the Theft of Indigenous Land and Deforestation in...

xxx In Indonesia, indigenous communities are referred to as adat (meaning “customary”). Throughout this report, the two terms are used interchangeably.

xxxii Rights and Resources Initiative 2017a: 7.

xxxii Notably, the area designated for Indigenous People and local communities in Bolivia through Agrupaciones Sociales del Lugar decreased by over 1 mha during the 2002-2017 period; however, the area owned by Indigenous Peoples and local communities grew by more than 8 mha over the same period.


xii Overview of Huatan Adat as provided by Gindroz, Anne-Sophie. 2018. Personal communication, Southeast Asia Facilitator, Rights and Resources Initiative, April 26, 2018.

xii Rights and Resources Initiative 2014: 33.


xi Guerrero Lovera, Cristian, Johana Herrera Arango, Elías Helo Molina, Adriana Beltrán Ruiz, Astolfo Aramburo


Table endnotes

1 Law No. 6/2017 of Forest and Wildlife Basic Legislation establishes Rights to Community Use and Benefit, but it has yet to be seen whether implementing legislation associated with this CBTR will be consistent with a classification of “designated for Indigenous Peoples and local communities” or “owned by Indigenous Peoples and local communities.” Government of Angola. 2017. Lei de Bases de Florestas e Fauna Selvagem, January 24, 2017. Art. 62(1), 64, 66, 68, 72. Available at: http://extwprlegs1.fao.org/docs/pdf/ang162520.pdf.


3 Calculated as total forest area minus the area “owned by Indigenous Peoples and local communities.” FAO 2014a: 19.

4 In Who Owns the World’s Land, the Community Titles CBTR (referred to in this publication as Dominio Util Consuetudinario or Useful Customary Domain) was reclassified as “owned by Indigenous Peoples and local communities.” Data refers to the Comunidad de Julia, a community in the forested Huambo Province which has obtained a community title from the government. An additional nine communities have received titles, but area data is not available. The area for these additional titles is less than 10,000 hectares. Carranza, Francisco. 2013. Personal communication, Coordinador Projecto Terra, FAO, October 2013. Data from: FAO. 2013. Delimited Rural Communities, Huambo Province, Angola [GIS Shapefile]. Food and Agricultural Organization of the United Nations, Rome, Italy. October 2013.


6 Calculated as the sum of the area of Pueblos Originarios within the natural forests of Santiago del Estero and Formosa, as well as the area held by Aboriginal Communities within the natural forest of Salta. Notably, the same area also refers to an area of 660,423 ha within the natural forests of Chaco, but notes that whether these areas are fully titled has not been confirmed. As such, these were not included in calculations. According to peer review feedback from Sofia Marinaro in 2018, the “ordenamientos territoriales de los bosques nativos” (OTNB) for Salta went into effect in 2008, the OTNB for Santiago del Estero went into effect in 2009, and the OTNB for Formosa went into effect in 2010. Data from: Proyecto Manejo Sostenible de los Recursos Naturales. 2011. Componente Bosques Nativos y su Biodiversidad: Proyecto Manejo Sostenible de los Recursos Naturales - BIRF 7520-AR-PNUD ARG=/008; Consultoría para temas previstos en Área técnica III. Buenos Aires, 100-101; Marinaro, Sofia. 2018. Personal communication, Professor, Instituto de Ecología Regional (IER), Universidad Nacional de Tucumán, March 28, 2018.


10 Available data for 2002 does not allow for disaggregation between forest areas “designated for Indigenous Peoples and local communities” and “owned by Indigenous Peoples and local communities,” but has been included in this analysis as “owned by Indigenous Peoples and local communities.”

11 Refers to the sum of data for “Indigenous Co-Managed,” “Indigenous Managed” (except those in Nature Conservation Reserves), Leaseholds within “Indigenous Owned and Managed” Forests, and “Multiple Use Public Forest” within “Indigenous Owned and Managed” Forests as presented in Table 11 of Dillon et al. 2015, 25.

13 Refers to the sum of data for “Indigenous Owned and Managed” Forests within Nature Conservation Reserves, Other Crown Land, and Private Forest, as well as Nature Conservation Reserves within “Indigenous Managed” Forests as presented in Table 11 of Dillon et al. 2015, 25. Notably, the lower area presented for 2017 is indicative of more detailed data that allows for more nuanced disaggregation of data than is possible for the year 2002. Area presented for 2017 does not reflect an actual decrease in forest area “owned by Indigenous Peoples and local communities.”

14 Calculated as total private forest area minus the area “owned by Indigenous Peoples and local communities.” FAO 2014b: 123.

15 Calculated as total Private Forest Area minus the area of Private “Indigenous Forest” as presented in Table 11 of Dillon et al. 2015: 25.

16 No disaggregated data is available on Maya Lands or Indian Reserves for the year 2002. As of the 2015 Caribbean Court of Justice judgment Maya Leaders Alliance v. The Attorney General of Belize, all forests within Indian Reserves are owned by Indigenous Peoples as Maya Lands. However, no disaggregated area data is available for Maya Lands as of 2017.


20 Refers to Community Forests. Data from: Social Forestry and Extension Division, Department of Forests and Park Services. As cited by Temphel, Karma Jigme. 2018. Personal communication, Social Forestry and Extension Division, Department of Forests and Park Services, January 31, 2018.


24 Calculated as total forest area minus the area “designated for Indigenous Peoples and local communities,” “owned by Indigenous Peoples and local communities,” and “privately owned by individuals and firms.” Data on total forest area
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Refers to the sum of areas of Proprietario Privado that are both smaller than 200 ha and larger than 200 ha. Data from: ABT 2010. As cited by LIDEMA 2010: 329-330.

Calculated as total forest area minus the area “designated for Indigenous Peoples and local communities,” “owned by Indigenous Peoples and local communities,” and “privately owned by individuals and firms.” Notably, the method of calculation used to derive total forest area in past RRI publications resulted in a lower estimate of total forest area than figures presented elsewhere. As such, data on total forest area in Brazil has been adjusted in this analysis, impacting estimates of “government administered forest” as of 2002. Data on total forest area from: FAO. 2014e. Global Forest Resources Assessment 2015, Country Report, Brazil. Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations, Rome, 27. Available at: http://www.fao.org/3/a-az172e.pdf.

Calculated as total forest area minus the area “designated for Indigenous Peoples and local communities,” “owned by Indigenous Peoples and local communities,” and “privately owned by individuals and firms.” Data on total forest area from: FAO 2014e: 27.

Refers to Reserva Extrativista (Extractive Reserve), Reservas de Desenvolvimento Sustentável (Sustainable Development Reserves), Projetos de Assentamento Florestal (Forest Settlement Projects), Projeto de Desenvolvimento Sustentável (Sustainable Development Project), and Projeto de Assentamento Agro-Extrativista (Agro-Extractive Settlement Project). Data represents the sum of Reserva Extrativista and Reservas de Desenvolvimento Sustentável in both federal and state forests in the legal Amazon, from: Instituto Socioambiental/Programa Monitoramento de Áreas Protegidas. 2017. SisArp (Sistema de Áreas Protegidas). As provided by Bensusan, Nurit. 2018. Personal communication, Deputy Coordinator of the Socio-environmental Policy and Law Program, Instituto Socioambiental, January 18, 2018.


38 Refers to the area of woods and forests in agriculture and livestock establishments in Brazil, from the 2006 Agriculture and Livestock Census. Data from: Brazilian Institute of Geography and Statistics (IBGE). 2006. As cited by FAO 2010a: 23.

39 Calculated as total forest area minus the area “designated for Indigenous Peoples and local communities” and “owned by Indigenous Peoples and local communities.” Data for total forest area from: Forest Authority. 2016. As cited by Kim, Menglim. 2017. Personal communication, USAID Cambodia, Project Management Specialist, September 27.

40 Calculated as total forest area minus the area “designated for Indigenous Peoples and local communities” and “owned by Indigenous Peoples and local communities.” Data on total forest area was calculated as 45.26 percent of total land area. Ministry of Environment. August 17, 2017. As cited by Kim, Menglim. 2017. Personal communication, USAID Cambodia, Project Management Specialist, September 27, 2017.


44 Calculated as total area of the permanent and non-permanent forest domains, minus the forest area “designated for Indigenous Peoples and local communities” and “privately owned by individuals and firms.” Data for total forest area from: Cameroon Ministry of Forestry and Wildlife (MINFO). 2017. Secteur forestier et faunique du Cameroun : faits et chiffres. MINFO, Yaoundé, 14. Available at: http://pfbc-cbfp.org/actualites/items/Faits-chiffres.html. Notably, increase in total forest area as compared with the FAO Global Forest Resources Assessment Country Report for Cameroon may reflect differences in methodology rather than actual increase in forest area.

45 Refers to 274 Forests Communautaires (Community Forests) with signed final conventions and those with signed provisional convention agreements and Zones d’Intérêt cynégétique à gestion communautaire (Community Managed Hunting Zone). All data from: Ministry of Forestry and Wildlife (MINOF). 2017, 14 and 18.

46 Private forests are legally possible in Cameroon (see Arts. 34 and 39 of Law No. 94/01 of 20 January 1994). Although
this analysis lists private forest area as zero hectares for all years, there is a marginal but unknown amount of private forest. As explained in Table 18.3.1 of FAO 2014f, “it is useful to specify that all the forests belong to the State except the private forests of individuals whose existence is still marginal in Cameroon.” FAO. 2014f. Global Forest Resources Assessment 2015, Country Report, Cameroon. Food and Agriculture Organization, Rome, 15. Available at: http://www.fao.org/3/a-a2181e.pdf. See also: Natural Resources Canada. 2016. State of Canada’s Forests: Annual Report 2016. Natural Resources Canada, 19. Available at: http://cfs.nrcan.gc.ca/pubwarehouse/pdfs/37265.pdf.

51 Refers to “land owned by first nations” according to the 2006 re-measurement of Canada’s National Forest Inventory. Revised 2006 baseline. 2006. As cited by FAO. 2014g: 15. See also: Natural Resources Canada 2016.


53 Refers to “land owned by first nations” according to the 2006 re-measurement of Canada’s National Forest Inventory (as cited by FAO 2014g: 41), minus forest areas considered “Designated for Indigenous Peoples and local communities” as of 2002 under this analysis.

pvr-development/pvr-rolling-stock/37-organization/harvest-contractor. No forest-specific data on the extent of Reserves is available.


57 As of 2000, all forests were under government administration. Data on total forest area from: FAO 2014h. Evaluation des Ressources Forêtières Mondiales 2015, Rapport National, République centrafricaine. Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations, Rome, 17. Available at: http://www.fao.org/3/a-az183f.pdf. It should be noted that riparian communities have customary use rights throughout most “government administered” forests, with the exception of certain protected areas. Pichon, Marjolaine. Personal communication, Central African Republic Coordinator, Rainforest Foundation UK, March 2018. See also Government of the Central African Republic. 2008. Loi N. 08-022, Portant code forestier de la République centrafricaine. October 17, 2008. Arts. 14-15. http://www.fao.org/faolex/results/details/en/c/LEX-FAOC107432. Finally, area under Category 1 includes forest of local collectives (Forêt de collectivités). In the past, RRI has classified these forests as “designated for Indigenous Peoples and local communities,” but feedback during the peer review process clarified that these forests are governed by administrative bodies that do not qualify as community-based entities. Consequently, Forêt de collectivités have been reclassified as “government administered.” Pichon, Marjolaine. Personal communication, Central African Republic Coordinator, Rainforest UK, March 6, 2018.

58 Calculated as total forest area minus the area “privately owned by individuals and firms.” Data on total forest area from: FAO 2014h: 17. It should be noted that riparian communities have customary use rights throughout most “government administered” forests, with the exception of certain protected areas. Pichon, Marjolaine. Personal communication, Central African Republic Coordinator, Rainforest Foundation UK, March 2018. See also Government of the Central African Republic. 2008. Loi N. 08-022, Portant code forestier de la République centrafricaine. October 17, 2008. Arts. 14-15. http://www.fao.org/faolex/results/details/en/c/LEX-FAOC107432. Finally, area under Category 1 includes forest of local collectives (Forêt de collectivités). In the past, RRI has classified these forests as “designated for Indigenous Peoples and local communities,” but feedback during the peer review process clarified that these forests are governed by administrative bodies that do not qualify as community-based entities. Consequently, Forêt de collectivités have been reclassified as “government administered.” Pichon, Marjolaine. 2018. Personal communication, Central African Republic Coordinator, Rainforest UK, March 6, 2018.


61 Calculated as total forest area minus the area “owned by Indigenous Peoples and local communities” and “privately owned by individuals and firms.” Data on total forest area from: CONAF. 2017. “Superficie de Usos de Suelo Regional, en Hectareas: Ano 2017.” Available at: https://sit.conaf.cl/tmp/obj_905751/1906_Superficies%20Catastros%20Usos%20de%20Suelos%20y%20Recursos%20Vegetacionales%20Agosto%202017.pdf.


Refers to forests under Collective Ownership and includes forests managed by households. Data from: Sixth National Forest Inventory. 2001. As cited by FAO 2014j: 100.

Refers to forests under Collective Ownership and includes forests managed by households. Data from: Eighth National Forest Inventory. 2011. As cited by FAO 2014j: 100.


Data for Tierras de las Comunidades Negras from: IDEAM. 2017. As cited by MINAMBIENTE 2017: 47. Forest-specific data on the extent of collectively-titled ZRCs was not available.


Calculated as total forest area minus the area “owned by Indigenous Peoples and local communities” and “privately owned by individuals and firms.” Data on total forest area from: FONAFIFO. 2007. As cited by Ulate Chacón, Enrique Napoleón. 2009. Implicaciones de la tenencia y la gestión forestal en la reducción de la pobreza en Costa Rica. Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations, Rome, 7. Available at: http://www.fao.org/forestry/17193-098b5271e6025595e03de2db826444ad60.pdf.


Sistema Nacional de Áreas de Conservación (SINAC) 1999. As cited by FAO 2014k: 120.


Refers to Local Community Forest Concessions and Community Reserves (Conservation concessions allocated to communities). Despite the recognition of the basic framework for LCFCs under the 2002 Forest Code, LCFCs could not be classified as “designated for Indigenous Peoples and local communities” until the passage of implementing legislation (Decree No. 14/018 2014) in 2014. Simon Counsell indicated in 2017 that “There are now some community conservation areas operating. The Community Reserves CBTR was established in 2014 under Loi No. 14/003 du 11 février 2014 relative a la conservation de la nature. The exact extent of these is not known, though they are small.” Counsell, Simon. 2017. Personal communication, Executive Director, Rainforest Foundation UK. November 2, 2017;
Forest ownership is unknown for more than half of total forest area presented in the 2015 Global Forest Resources Assessment Country Report for Ecuador, and therefore no data on forests that are “government administered” or “privately owned by individuals and firms” is available. Data on total forest area from: FAO. 2014m. Global Forest Resources Assessment 2015, Country Report, Ethiopia. Rome, 10. Available at: http://www.fao.org/3/a-aq407e.pdf.


Calculated as total forest area minus the forest area “designated for Indigenous Peoples and local communities.” Data on total forest area from: Woody Biomass Inventory and Strategic Planning Project (WBISPP). As cited by FAO. 2014n: 10.


Calculated as total public forest area on forestry lands (METLA 2003), minus the area of the Åland Islands that is under public ownership (calculated at 10.5 percent of the forest area in Åland as of 1997). “Other public ownership” is defined as including Metsähallitus, municipalities, state organizations, parishes, and associations such as jointly owned forests. Data on public forest area from: METLA. 2003. Forest Finland in Brief. Finish Forest Research Institute (FFRI), Vantaa, Finland, 35. Available at: http://www.metla.fi/metinfo/tilasto/julkaisut/muut/brief2003.pdf. No data on the extent of Communal Land Holdings in Forest Areas is available.

Calculated as total forestry area minus forestry area “privately owned by individuals and firms” and forestry area in the Åland Islands (also known as Ahvenanmaa) under private ownership, owned by companies, and publicly owned by others. Data on “government administered” forest area is inclusive of forestry land that is owned by the state (defined as “Metsähallitus and other state organizations”) in all regions and owned by others (defined as municipalities, parishes, and associations, where “associations” consist of co-operatives, jointly owned forests, limited partnerships, housing companies, and foundations) in all regions except for Åland. The basis for including the state-owned area of Åland in the area that is classified as “government administered” is Section 61 of the Act on Autonomy of Åland (1994/1144). Legislation cited: Government of Finland. 1991. Act on the Autonomy of Åland (1994/1144), as amended through January 2004. August 16, 1991. Article 61. Available at: https://www.finlex.fi/fi/laki/Aaannokset/1991/en19911144.pdf. Data on area of Forestry Lands from: Finnish Forest Research Institute. 2014. Statistical Yearbook of Forestry 2014. Natural Resources Institute Finland, 52. Available at: http://www.metla.fi/metinfo/tilasto/julkaisut/vsk/2014/index.html. No data on the extent of Sámi Forest Rights and Reindeer Herding Rights within “government administered” forestry lands is available.


Calculated as total forest area minus the forest area “designated for Indigenous Peoples and local communities.” Data on total forest area from: Woody Biomass Inventory and Strategic Planning Project (WBISPP). As cited by FAO. 2014n: 10.


Refers to Local Community Ownership of the Åland Islands. Data includes forestry area in the Åland Islands (also
known as Ahvenanmaa) under private ownership, owned by companies, and publicly owned by others, as presented in Table 1.6 of the Statistical Yearbook of Forestry 2014: 52. State-owned forestry areas in Åland are not included in calculations under category 3 (“owned by Indigenous Peoples and local communities”). Instead, state-owned forestry areas in Åland are included under “government administered” forest area. Legislation cited: Government of Finland, 1991. Data from: Finnish Forest Research Institute 2014: 52.

92 Calculated as total forest area privately owned by both industrial and non-industrial owners, minus the area of the Åland Islands that is under private and company ownership (calculated as 89.5 percent of the forest area in Åland as of 1997). Data from: METLA 2003: 35.

93 Calculated as the sum of forestry land that is owned privately (defined as including “non-industrial, private forest owners, heirs, private firms, etc.”) and by companies (defined as including “limited companies and their pension foundations, excluding housing companies”) according to the 11th National Forest Inventory, minus the area of forestry land that is owned privately and by companies in the Åland Islands (also known as Ahvenanmaa), as presented in Table 1.6 of Finnish Forest Research Institute 2014: 52.


96 Refers to Forêts Communautaires (Community Forests) and Contrat de Gestion de Terroir aux Parcs Nationaux (Management Contract with Local National Parks Administration). Although the establishment of community forest have been legally possible since 2001 based on the Gabonese Forest Code, the first two community forests were approved in 2013. According to the source cited, as of January 31, 2017, 16 community forests (with a definitive agreement) covered an area of 74,981 ha. In addition, 24 community forests under allocation (in provisional agreement) covered 91,135 ha. Data from: Government of Gabon. 2017. Bilan Sur Les Forêts Communautaires. 2. Contrat de Gestion de Terroir aux Parcs Nationaux (Management Contract with Local National Parks Administration) were further defined in 2017 by Ordonnance no 007/PR/2017 portant modification et suppression de certaines dispositions de la loi n° 003/2007 du 27 août 2007 relative aux parcs nationaux, allowing this CBTR to be reclassified as “designated for Indigenous Peoples and local communities.” While the rights were defined by this Ordonnance, we have not found any area data concerning this CBTR. Legislation cited: Government of Gabon. 2017. Ordonnance n. 007/PR/2017 du 27 février 2007 portant modification et suppression de certaines dispositions de la loi n° 003/2007 du 27 août 2007 relative aux parcs nationaux. Available at: http://www.fao.org/faolex/results/details/en/c/LEX-FAOC169251/.


98 Calculated as total forest area minus the area “designated for Indigenous Peoples and local communities.” Data for total forest area from FAO 2014p: 10.


Data represents the sum of Private Natural Forests and Private Plantation Forests. Data from: Jaiteh 2016.


Refers to Tierras Comunales. Calculated as the total area of Tierras Comunales minus the area of Concesiones Comunitarias presented in INAB 2012. Data from: Instituto Nacional de Bosques (INAB) and Instituto de Agricultura, Recursos Naturales y Ambiente of the Universidad Rafael Landívar (IARNA-URL). 2012. Primer Informe Nacional sobre el Estado de los Recursos Genéticos Forestales en Guatemala. INAB, 46. Available at: https://www.url.edu.gt/publicacionesurl/FileCS.ashx?Id=40187.


All forest were government administered as of 2002. Prior to the enactment of the Amerindian Act of 2006 in 2010, communities did not have sufficiently robust rights for the associated forests to be considered as "designated for Indigenous Peoples and local communities." Data for total forest area from: FAO. 2014r. Global Forest Resources Assessment 2015, Country Report, Guyana. Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations, Rome, 10. Available at: http://www.fao.org/3/a-az232e.pdf.

Calculated as total forest area minus the forest area “designated for Indigenous Peoples and local communities.” Data for total forest area from: FAO 2014r: 10.


FAO 2014r: 70.
For the methodological reasons articulated in Promise and Performance, RRI no longer relies upon data for total forest area “designated for indigenous Peoples and local communities,” “owned by Indigenous Peoples and local communities,” and “privately owned by individuals and firms.” Data for total forest area calculated as 47.72 percent of total surface area in Honduras based on: Instituto Nacional de Conservación y Desarrollo Forestal, Áreas Protegidas y Vida Silvestre-ICF (National Institute of Conservation and Forest Development, Protected Areas and Wildlife). 2017. Resultados de la Evaluación Nacional Forestal de Honduras, Proyecto de Modernización del Sector Forestal de Honduras (MOSEF). EuroFor MOSEF, Tegucigalpa, 26-27.


Refers to Privado Tribal. Before the enactment of the (2004) Property Law, the National Agrarian Institute (INA) had previously titled the land of other indigenous communities using provisions in the 1985 Agrarian Reform Law and 1992 Agrarian Transformation Law. However, this analysis was unable to determine whether titles issued as of 2002 included forest areas.

Refers to Privado Tribal and Miskito Coastal Communities. Data for Privado Tribal calculated as 2.9 percent of total forest area, based on: ICF 2017:34. Although “[t]here is no official data for forest areas in indigenous territories, ... just the Muskita holds almost 20% of all the forests in the country (ICF 2014)” and most land areas owned by Indigenous Peoples are understood to be forested. As cited by Forest Trends. 2015. Titling Ancestral Territories in the Honduran Muskita: Exploring the Implications for the Country’s Indigenous Peoples. Forest Trends, 8-9. Available at: https://www.forest-trends.org/wp-content/uploads/imported/honduras-brief_english_a4_final.pdf.pdf. Data for Miskito Coastal Communities calculated as the total area of intercommunity Titles issued to the Miskitu by both the INA and ICF from 2012-2016 (according to Alvarez et al. 2017), plus the area of titles issued by the INA to the Garifuna, Lenca, Maya-Chorti, Pech, Tawahka, and Tolupan as of 2015 (according to Forest Trends 2015), plus the area of Intercommunity Titles issued to the Pech by ICF from 2012-2016 (according to Alvarez et al. 2017), minus the area of Concejío Territorial de Bakinasta (according to Alvarez et al. 2017, which is noted in Forest Trends 2015 (endnote 4) as being included in the figures in that publication). Data from: Alvarez, Roman, Enrique Pantoja, Gerson Granados, and Alain Paz. 2017. Strengthening Indigenous Peoples Land Rights in Honduras: The Miskitu People’s Experience of Collective Land titling, Lessons Learned and Main Challenges for the Future. Paper prepared for presentation at the 2017 World Bank Conference on Land and Poverty. The World Bank, Washington, DC, March 20-24, 2017; Forest Trends 2015.

Calculated as 33.6 percent of total forest area. ICF 2017: 34.

Calculated as total forest area minus the area “owned by Indigenous Peoples and local communities” and “privately owned by individuals and firms.” Data for total forest area from: FAO. 2014s. Global Forest Resources Assessment 2015, Country Report, India. Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations, Rome, 74-75. Available at: http://www.fao.org/3/a-az238e.pdf


See Box 2.

Refers to Scheduled Tribes and Other Traditional Forest Dwellers Land. Forest area reported in this source pertains specifically to areas with Community Forest Resource Rights (CFRs) that have been legally recognized at a subnational-level, as required by the Forest Rights Act. The report “[h]as excluded estimates for Jammu & Kashmir, Arunachal Pradesh, Manipur, Nagaland, Mizoram and Meghalaya. The five north-eastern states are excluded because of lack of reliable data while Jammu & Kashmir was excluded as the Act is not applicable in the state yet.” In the past, data regarding forest area that is “owned by Indigenous Peoples and local communities” in India has relied on data provided by India’s Ministry of Tribal Affairs (MoTA). For the methodological reasons articulated in Promise and Performance, RRI no longer relies upon...

124 FAO 2014s: 74-75.

125 FAO 2014s: 74-75.


127 Calculated as total forest area minus the area “designated for Indigenous Peoples and local communities” and “privately owned by individuals and firms.”

128 Calculated as total forest area minus the area “designated for Indigenous Peoples and local communities,” “owned by Indigenous Peoples and local communities,” and “privately owned by individuals and firms.”

129 Refers to Hutan Kemasyarakatan (HKm). Data for 2002 reflects the area of Hutan Kemasyarakatan (HKm) located in “production and protection forests,” and is not disaggregated between HKm that have received “work permits” (IUPHKm) and forest areas where communities have not received “work permits” (PAK HKm). Calculated as the total area of “community forests” in 2003 as reported by the Ministry of Forestry, Republic of Indonesia, and published in FAO 2006b (Forest Tenure Matrix: Indonesia), minus the area of HKm established in 2003 as published in Table III.7.1 of Statistik Kehutanan Indonesia 2007. Data from: FAO. 2006b. As cited by Dahal, Ganga Ram, Julian Atkinson and James Bampton. 2011. Forest Tenure in Asia: Status and Trends. The European Union Forest Law Enforcement, Governance and Trade Facility, Kuala Lumpur. Available at: https://dlc.dlib.indiana.edu/dlc/bitstream/handle/10535/7719/doc_2721.pdf?sequence=1&isAllowed=y, Ministry of Forestry. 2008. Statistik Kehutanan Indonesia (Forestry Statistics of Indonesia) 2007. Jakarta, 105. Available at: http://www.storage.jak-stik.ac.id/ProdukHukum/Kehutanan/Stat_2007.pdf.

130 Refers to Hutan Kemasyarakatan (HKm) (Rural or Community Forestry), Hutan Tanaman Rakyat (HTR) (People Plantation or People Plant Forest), Hutan Desa (HD) (Village Forest), and Hak Komunal (Communal Rights). Data included in calculations of HKm, HTR, and HD for 2017 includes only the area of social forestry where “work permits” have been issued (IUPHKm, IUPHH-HTR, and HPHD). Data from: Daryanto, Hadi. 2017. Shared Learning Social Forestry in Indonesia as Access Tenure Reform [Slide 3]. Presentation to World Bank Land and Poverty Conference 2017, Washington, DC.


132 Refers to Hutan Rakyat (Private Forest), calculated as the total area of “private” forest in 2003 as reported by the Ministry of Forestry, Republic of Indonesia and published in FAO 2006b (Forest Tenure Matrix: Indonesia), minus the area of Hutan Rakyat in 2003 as published in Table III.3.1 of Statistik Kehutanan Indonesia 2007. Data from: Ministry of Forestry, Republic of Indonesia. As cited by FAO 2006b; Ministry of Forestry 2008, 85. See also Dahal et al. 2011.


138 Calculated as total private forest area minus the area of Collectively-Owned Forests. 2002 data on total private forest area from: Japanese Forestry Agency. As cited by FAO 2014v: 85.

139 Calculated as total private forest area minus the area of Collectively-Owned Forests. 2015 data on total private forest area from: The Census of Agriculture and Forestry. As cited by Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries (MAFF).


143 FAO 2014v: 73.

144 FAO 2014v: 73.


147 Refers to Communities with Forest Protection Agreements and Village Forest Associations. Data for Village Forest Associations from: FAO 2014w: 102.

148 Refers to Communities with Forest Protection Agreements and Village Forest Associations. Data for Village Forest Associations from: FAO 2014w: 102.


150 Korea Forest Service 2017.

152 Calculated as total forest area minus the area “designated for Indigenous Peoples and local communities.” Data for total forest area from: FAO 2014x: 75.

153 Refers to Permanent Titles for Collective Land, Temporary Land Use Certificates for Communal Land, and Village Use Forest. Lands included in these tenure regimes may be referred to as either “Collective” or “Communal” in related literature and legislation. We use the term “Collective” in this analysis to reflect the terminology used in Schneider 2013. Data for Permanent Titles for Collective Land from: Schneider, Tina. 2013. Communal land titles in the Lao PDR: Extracting lessons from pilot initiatives. Deutsche Gesellschaft für Internationale Zusammenarbeit (GIZ) GmbH, Bonn and Eschboorn, 29. Available at: https://www.snrd-asia.org/download/climate_protection_through_avoided_deforestation_clipad/Schneider-T-CliPAD_Communal-titling-study.pdf. The Temporary Land Use Certificates issued in 2011 expired in 2014, and according to Akiko Inoguchi in 2017, “There is no evidence that the temporary certificates valid for three years were made permanent. Therefore, there is no legal status of these lands at this stage.” Inoguchi, Akiko. 2017. Personal communication, Forestry Officer (REDD+), Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations, September 8, 2017. No data on the extent of Village Use Forests exists.

154 FAO 2014x: 75.

155 FAO 2014x: 75.


157 The Federal Constitution of Malaysia places forest under the jurisdiction of state governments. Malaysian national law does not recognize community-based forest tenure regimes as defined in this study, nor does it regulate private forest rights held by individuals or firms or forests administered by government bodies. Consequently, no data is available for any of the tenure categories featured in this study, which pertain to forest tenure as legally recognized under national law. Subramaniam, Yogeswaran. 2018. Personal communication, Advocate and Solicitor, February 26, 2018.

158 No area data disaggregating forest under the state domain from forests under legally recognized customary ownership exists for any year covered by this analysis for Mali. Consequently, no data is available for forests that are “government administered” or “owned by Indigenous Peoples and local communities.”


161 FAO 2014y: 71.

162 FAO 2014y: 71.


164 As of 2002, all forests were under government administration. Data on total forest area from: Forest Research and
Calculated as total forest area minus the area “designated for Indigenous Peoples and local communities.” Data on total forest area from: Forest Research and Development Center, MET. As cited by Ulambayar, 2017.

Refers to 1,281 Community Forest User Groups. Data from: Department of Forest Policy and Coordination, MET. As cited by Ulambayar, 2017.

No data is reported because DUAT Rights do not legally need to be formalized nor proven to be actionable under the law. Communities may choose to formalize these rights through a process of community land delimitation which culminates in the issuance of a certificate provided by the state, or through a request by a community to the state for a Community Land Title, a process which involves demarcation. Data exists on the extent of these delimited and demarcated rights, but that would grossly underestimate the total legal area owned by communities.

Refers to Forest Concessions to Communities and Zones with Historical Culture Use and Value. Data on Forest Concessions to Communities refers to one DUAT that is managed and operational as a forestry concession in Makossa District in Manica Province, from: Nhantumbo and Izidine. 2009. As cited by Mcqueen, Duncan and Mário Falcão. 2017. Reforço da governação florestal em Moçambique. Opções para a promoção de uma exploração florestal mais sustentável entre comerciantes de madeira chineses e os seus parceiros moçambicanos. IIED, 41. Available at: http://pubs.iied.org/pdfs/17601PIIED.pdf.


Refers to Community Forest Concessions and Village-Owned Firewood Plantations on Reserved Forests or Protected Public Forests. Village-Owned Firewood Plantations on Reserved Forests or Protected Public Forests were identified as an additional Community-Based Tenure Regime during 2016 when a Depth of Rights and Gender analysis was first conducted for Myanmar. Data on Community Forest Concessions from: Community Forest Unit. 2017a. As cited by Aung Kyaw Naing, Community Forestry Partnerships Officer, RECOFTC Myanmar. Personal communication, September 19, 2017.


182 Calculated as total forest area minus the area “designated for Indigenous Peoples and local communities,” ““owned by Indigenous Peoples and local communities,” and “owned by individuals and firms.” Data for total forest area from: FAO 2014bb. 11.

183 Calculated as total forest area minus the area “designated for Indigenous Peoples and local communities,” ““owned by Indigenous Peoples and local communities,” and “owned by Individuals and firms.” Data for total forest area from: FAO 2014bb. 11.


Refers to Common Customary Land (referenced in RRI 2015 as Tribal Land). Calculated as 97 percent of total forest area in accordance with the method used by the government to report in FAO 2010d, minus the area of forests “privately owned by individuals and firms.”

Refers to Common Customary Land (referenced in RRI 2015 as Tribal Land). Calculated as 97 percent of total forest area in accordance with the method used by the government to report in FAO 2010d, minus the area of forests “privately owned by individuals and firms.”


Refers to Tierras de Comunidades Campesinas con aptitud Forestal and Tierras de Comunidades Nativas con aptitud Forestal. All data from: FAO 2014dd: 151.

Total Forest Area refers to “forestlands,” which are legally defined as including the public forest, the permanent forest or forest reserves, and forest reserves” in Art. 3(d) of the Revised Forestry Code of the Philippines, Presidential Decree No. 705. This area includes both classified and unclassified forestlands. Notably, this area is significantly larger than the forest cover reported for the Philippines in both the Global Forest Resources Assessment Country Report for the Philippines and the Philippine Forest Statistics reports, but because data for CBFMAs, PACBRMAs, CALTs, and CADTs is understood to represent areas within legal “forestlands,” we have used this figure rather than forest cover. Data for total forest area of legal forestlands for all years from: National Mapping and Resource Information Authority (NAMRIA). As cited by Department of Environment and Natural Resources, Forest Management Bureau. 2016. 2016 Philippine Forestry Statistics. Department of Environment and Natural Resources, Forest Management Bureau, Republic of the Philippines. Available at: https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B1G5mTNoDPOFSgtzVEjcm5OV2s/view?usp=sharing.

203 Calculated as total area of legal forestlands minus the area “designated for Indigenous Peoples and local communities” and “owned by Indigenous Peoples and local communities.”

204 Calculated as total area of legal forestlands minus the area “designated for Indigenous Peoples and local communities” and “owned by Indigenous Peoples and local communities.”


209 Calculated as total forest area minus the area “designated for Indigenous Peoples and local communities” and “privately owned by individuals and firms” and includes area of Reserves Communaux (which specifically relates to the Lac Téle Reserve). Notably, in past RRI reports, this CBTR was classified as “designated for Indigenous Peoples and local communities.” However, peer review feedback in 2017 indicated that communities are not managing the site, nor do they have a right to participate in management. Venisnik 2018; Counsell 2018. Data on total forest area from: FAO 2014ee. Global Forest Resources Assessment 2015, Country Report, Republic of the Congo. Food and Agricultural Organization of the United Nations, Rome, 16. Available at: http://www.fao.org/3/a-az189f.pdf.

210 Calculated as total forest area minus the area “designated for Indigenous Peoples and local communities” and “privately owned by individuals and firms” and includes area of Reserves Communaux (which specifically relates to the Lac Téle Reserve). Notably, in past RRI reports, this CBTR was classified as “designated for Indigenous Peoples and local communities.” However, peer review feedback in 2017 indicated that communities are not managing the site, nor do they have a right to participate in management. Venisnik 2018; Counsell 2018. Data on total forest area from: FAO 2014ee: 16.

No data is presented for 2002 because South Sudan became an independent country in 2011. It has not been methodologically possible to disaggregate between the forest area of Sudan and South Sudan, as a result, 2017 data on the forest area that is “government administered,” “designated for Indigenous Peoples,” and “owned by Indigenous Peoples” is not available for South Sudan. Data on total forest area used in calculations throughout this report refers to the forest area of Sudan prior to the independence of South Sudan. Data from: FAO. 2014ff. Global Forest Resources Assessment, Country Report Russia. Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations, Rome. Available at: http://www.fao.org/3/a-az316e.pdf.


“Although the Land Act recognizes freehold as a valid form of ownership, there is currently no land held in freehold anywhere in South Sudan.” Data from: Deng, David K. 2014. South Sudan Country Report: Findings of the Land
Reindeer Herding Rights exist on both public and private forestlands. [233]


It has not been methodologically possible to disaggregate between the forest area of Sudan and South Sudan; as a result, 2017 data on the forest area that is “government administered,” “owned by Indigenous Peoples and local communities” and “privately owned by individuals and firms” is not available for Sudan. Data on total forest area used in calculations throughout this report refers to the forest area of Sudan prior to the independence of South Sudan. Data from: FAO 2010f: 8.


Notably, Statistical Yearbook of Forestry reports published by the Swedish Forest Agency through 2013 only published forest ownership data for productive forestlands, and as a result previous RRI reports reported only the area of productive forests as total forest area. However, the 2014 Swedish Statistical Yearbook of Forestry Data contains data on ownership of both productive and non-productive forests, and total forest area published in the 2015 FAO Global Forest Resources Assessment Country Report for Sweden contains both productive and “low-productive” forest. Therefore, data on “government administered” forests and forests “privately owned by individuals and firms,” as well as total forest area, for 2002, has been retroactively adjusted in accordance with the 2015 FRA. Data on total forest area from: FAO. 2014ii. Global Forest Resources Assessment, Country Report, Sweden. Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations, Rome, 11 and 28. Available at: http://www.fao.org/3/a-az3446e.pdf. Refers to areas under “public ownership” as of 2000. Data from: FAO 2014ii: 73.


Calculated as total forest area minus the area “designated for Indigenous Peoples and local communities.”
The private ownership of forest plantations—excluding rubber plantations, which do not fall within the legally recognized forest estate—are legally possible in Thailand. However, because the number of registered forest plantations is understood to be negligible, the area owned by firms and individual is reported as zero. Rattanarak, Warangkana. 2018. Personal Communication, RECOFTC, June 25, 2018; and Durst, Patrick. 2018. Personal communication, Senior Forestry Officer for Asia and the Pacific, FAO, June 25, 2018. See also Government of Thailand. 1992. Commercial Forest Plantation Act (B.E. 2535). March 1, 1992. Available at: http://www.fao.org/faolex/results/details/en/c/LEX-FAOC070240.

The private ownership of forest plantations—excluding rubber plantations, which do not fall within the legally recognized forest estate—are legally possible in Thailand. However, because the number of registered forest plantations is understood to be negligible, the area owned by firms and individual is reported as zero. Rattanarak, Warangkana. 2018. Personal Communication, RECOFTC, June 25, 2018; Durst, Patrick. 2018. Personal communication, Senior Forestry Officer for Asia and the Pacific, FAO, June 25, 2018. See also Government of Thailand. 2015. Forest Plantation Act (No. 2) of 2015 (B.E. 2558). May 20, 2015. Unofficial translation available at: http://www.krisdika.go.th/wps/wcm/connect/ebeb158043c25be3a0f4a98edc260fed/FOREST-PLANTATION+ACT+%28NO.+2%29%2C+B.E.+2558%2B252015%29.pdf?MOD=AJPERES&CACHEID=eeb15f8043c25b3a0f4a98edc260fed.


Data disaggregating forests that are “owned by Indigenous Peoples and local communities” from those “privately owned by individuals and firms” is not available.

Data disaggregating forests that are “owned by Indigenous Peoples and local communities” from those “privately owned by individuals and firms” is not available.


Smith et al. 2004, 32.


Refers to Hábitat y tierras de los pueblos y comunidades indígenas (Habitat and Land of Indigenous Peoples and Communities within Forest Lands). This CBTR was formerly published as “Tierras Indígenas en Áreas Bajo Régimen de Administración Especial (ABRAE) (Indigenous in Special Administration Regime),” and was updated in 2016 based on peer review responses. See RRI 2017 (endnote xvii). Research indicates that several titles have been granted to communities through this CBTR. As of March 2013, the titled area was 1,024,348 hectares, but this figure does not disaggregate for forested areas. Data from: SiBCI. 2013. “Etnias indígenas reciben títulos de demarcación de hábitat y tierras, (SiBCI).” SiBCI. Accessed December 3, 2013. www.vtv.gob.ve/articulos/2013/03/27/etnias-indigenas-reciben-titulos-de-demarcacion-de-habitat-y-tierras-1190.html.


As of 2002, all forests were under government administration. Although Joint Forest Management had been piloted on the basis of Statutory Instrument 52 of 1999, these pilots had reportedly expired by 2002 and the rights accorded to communities through Joint Forest Management remained unclear. Mwitwa, Jacob. 2013. Personal communication, School of Natural Resources, Copperbelt University, Zambia, July 2013. As referenced in endnote 85 of What Future for Reform (RRI, 2014). The legal status of Joint Forest Management was further clarified by Statutory Instrument 47 of...

272 Calculated as total forest area minus the area “designated for Indigenous Peoples and local communities” and “owned by Indigenous peoples and local communities.” Data for total forest area from: FAO 2014nn: 20. The majority of forests classified as “government administered” are likely comprised of customary forest areas, in which communities have recognized rights of access and withdrawal under the 2015 Forest Act. Mwape Sichilongo. 2018. Personal communication, World Wildlife Foundation (WWF) Zambia, April 13, 2018.


Box endnotes


b Between 80 and 90 percent of forest enterprises in many countries are estimated to be of small and medium size. If the informal and formal sectors are considered together, approximately 140 million people are estimated to be employed by such enterprises worldwide. Mayers, James, Lila Buckley, and Duncan Macqueen. 2016. Small, but Many is Big: Challenges in assessing the collective scale of locally controlled forest-linked production and investment. IIED, London, 19. Available at: http://pubs.iied.org/pdfs/16615iIED.pdf.


l “In British Columbia, the Private Managed Forest Land Act [SBC 2003] provides a management regime for private managed forest lands, and those with an approved plan have reduced land tax rates and are not subject to local government regulations. Private managed forest lands must be minimum a of 25 hectares, and if the land is less than 50 hectares, at least 70% of the land must be productive. If the land is more than 50 hectares, at least 50% of the land must be productive. In 2016, the Managed Forest Council in British Columbia stated there were 822,000 hectares of privately
managed forests in the province. The remaining forests on private land in British Columbia are largely unmanaged forest lands that may be used for multiple values that may not always include timber harvesting.” Nikolakis and Powell 2018.

“"In the New Brunswick Forest Products Act (R.S.N.B. 2012, c. 105), “private woodlot” means all forest land except: (a) forest land owned by the Crown; (b) forest land owned by a person whose principal business is the operation of a wood processing facility, unless the main function of the wood processing facility is the production of wood chips and biomass at or on the harvest site; and (c) forest land consisting of an aggregate area of at least 100,000 ha which is owned by the same person or persons. While this statute defines private woodlot, the collection of data on private woodlot owners does not distinguish between corporations and smallholders (families and individuals).” Nikolakis and Powell 2018.


Based on RRI's understanding of data captured under Category 3 (“Owned by Indigenous Peoples and local communities”) in addition to consultation with expert reviewers, RRI does not understand the reported figure for small forest owners to comprise forests held under community-based tenure, even though Chile legally defines “small forest owners” to include indigenous and local communities. Data from: Haddad, Antonio Benedetto and Ingeniero Forestal. 2017. Plantaciones Forestales Efectuadas Durante el Año 2016. Corporación Nacional Forestal (CONAF), Santiago, 13. Available at: http://www.conaf.cl/nuestros-bosques/bosques-en-chile/estadisticas-forestales/. Legislation Cited: Government of Chile. 1974, Art. 2.


Barton Bray, David. 2017. Personal communication, Professor at Florida International University, November 2, 2017, citing figures from an unpublished November 2017 database by Instituto Nacional de Investigaciones Forestales, Agrícolas y Pecuarias (INIFAP) and Centro de Investigación y Docencia Económicas A.C. (CIDE) concerning small private property holdings subject to logging management plans between 1990-2010.


